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Leaves are produced from the flank of the shoot apical meristem and are 
asymmetric from inception. Mutations perturbing dorsiventral cell-fate acquisition 
may cause the formation of radially symmetric leaves that lack adaxial/abaxial 
(upper/lower) polarity.  However, mutations in the maize (Zea mays) gene ragged 
seedling2 (rgd2) condition radial leaves that maintain dorsiventral polarity.  A 
positional cloning approach revealed that rgd2 encodes an ARGONAUTE7 (AGO7)-
like protein.  In Arabidopsis, AGO7 forms a complex with microRNA390 (miR390) to 
cleave the non-protein coding tas3 transcript.  The cleavage product is stabilized and 
converted to double-stranded RNA (dsRNA).  The dsRNA is then cleaved into 21-
nucleotide long fragments termed ta-siARFs. The ta-siARFs then target transcripts of 
the putative abaxial identify factor auxin response factor3 (arf3) for degradation by 
AGO7.  Previous studies with the abaxialized maize mutant leafbladeless1 (lbl1) 
implicated a role for ta-siARF function in establishing dorsiventral polarity.  Although 
RGD2 and LBL1 function are required for reduced accumulation of arf3a, arf3a 
transcripts are spatially restricted to the abaxial regions of leaf primordia 
independently of ta-siARF biogenesis.  Additionally, RGD2 function is required to 
regulate the accumulation and localization the abaxial identity factor miR166 in shoot 
apices.  These data suggest combined over-accumulation of arf3a and miR166 are 
insufficient to confer abaxialized leaf phenotypes in maize. A revised model for the 
role of small RNAs during dorsiventral patterning of maize leaves is discussed. 
   A maize gene of unknown function (AC211276.4_FG008; punctate vascular 
expression1 (pve1)) was previously identified as being markedly down-regulated in 
rgd2 mutants.  The coding region and putative gene structure of pve1-R is described.  
Quantitative reverse transcriptase-PCR confirmed that pve1 accumulates to lower 
levels in rgd2 apices and showed its accumulation is diminished in lbl1 mutants, 
suggesting pve1 regulation is downstream of ta-siARF biogenesis.  Finally, to 
investigate potential downstream effects of ta-siARF biogenesis on a genomic scale, 
laser microdissection was coupled with Illumina RNA sequencing to search for 
differential regulation of predicted target genes that may be controlled by miR390, 
miR166 and/or ta-siARF.  This research furthers our understanding of leaf 
development in maize.    
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Introduction 
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Introduction 
Perhaps the most distinguishing morphological feature of plants is their leaves.  
Maize (Zea mays) leaves consist of four main anatomical parts: the proximal sheath, 
the ligule, the auricle and the distal blade (Figure 1.1).  The sheath wraps around the 
stem and younger leaves, while the blade is flattened in the mediolateral axis (midrib 
to margin) and is adapted for light capture and gas exchange.  The ligule and auricle 
are found at the blade sheath boundary; the ligule is an adaxial (upper) membranous 
structure and has been hypothesized to function in protecting younger leaves from 
water, dust and pathogens or possibly to have a secretory function (Freeling and Lane, 
1994; Chaffey, 2000).  The leaves of the eudicotyledon Arabidopsis thaliana consist 
of only two main parts: the proximal petiole and the distal lamina, with a pair of 
stipules at the base of the petiole (Figure 1.1).  While leaves in maize and Arabidopsis 
may appear very different at the macroscopic level, many of the molecular 
mechanisms involved in forming the leaves are conserved between the genera. 
The process of leaf formation begins in the shoot apical meristem (SAM).  The 
SAM has two major functions: (1) to maintain itself and (2) to initiate lateral organs 
(Brooks et al., 2009).  Determining which cells will maintain the SAM and which will 
become founder cells for new leaf primordia is a crucial aspect of SAM function.  
Generally, the SAM maintains itself with a group of “stem cells” in a central zone 
(CZ), which replenish cells in the peripheral zones (PZ) that give rise to the above-
ground lateral organs of the plant (Figure 1.2).  Eudicotyledonous plants such as 
Arabidopsis have a three-tiered SAM.  The outer two layers of the SAM (L1 and L2), 
the tunica, divide anticlinally, while the underlying corpus (L3) has more random 
planes of division.   
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Figure 1.1. Leaf morphology.  
 
Arabidopsis and maize leaves are morphologically distinct.  Arabidopsis leaves consist 
of a proximal petiole and distal lamina, while maize leaves have a proximal sheath and 
a distal blade with a ligule and auricle at the sheath-blade boundary.  Blades are 
flattened in the mediolateral axis (medial midrib to lateral margin) to harvest light 
energy.  Leaves also have distinct adaxial (upper surface) and abaxial (lower surface) 
tissues, which comprise the dorsiventral axis. 
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Figure 1.2. Maize shoot apex.  
 
The shoot apex consists of the shoot apical meristem (SAM) and leaf primordia.  The 
SAM consists of the central zone (CZ; blue area) where meristem identity is 
maintained and peripheral zones (PZ; gray areas) where leaf founder cell recruitment 
occurs.  
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Monocotyledons like maize only have a one cell layer tunica (L1) overlaying the 
corpus (L2) (Brooks et al., 2009). 
Maintaining the shoot apical meristem 
In Arabidopsis the maintenance of the SAM relies heavily, but not exclusively, 
on the WUSCHEL (WUS)-CLAVATA (CLV1, CLV2, CLV3) genetic pathway (Schoof 
et al., 2000).  WUS is required to maintain a “stem cell” niche, while the CLV proteins 
restrict the area of WUS accumulation (Laux et al., 1996; Schoof et al., 2000).  
Arabidopsis clv mutants have enlarged meristems with a larger than normal CZ, and 
CLV genes are required to maintain the boundary between the CZ and the PZ (Clark et 
al., 1997; Jeong et al., 1998; Fletcher et al., 1999; Reddy and Meyerowitz, 2005).  
CLV3 was identified as a small 96-amino acid long peptide ligand that acts non-cell 
autonomously (Fletcher et al., 1999; Sharma et al., 2003), while CLV1 and CLV2 were 
identified as receptor-like proteins (Clark et al., 1997; Jeong et al., 1998).  More 
recently, the functional CLV3 ligand was found to be 13-amino acids long and shown 
to directly bind the CLV1 receptor (Ohyama et al., 2009; Ogawa et al., 2008).  CLV1 
is a fully functional leucine-rich repeat receptor kinase, but CLV2 lacks an 
intracellular kinase domain.  CLV2 interacts with CORYNE, which consists of a 
transmembrane domain and an intracellular kinase, to form a functional receptor 
kinase to transmit CLV3 signals independently, but in parallel to, CLV1 receptors 
(Müller et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2009).  The maize genes thick tassel dwarf1 (td1) and 
fasciated ear2 (fea2) have been shown to encode functional homologs of CLV1 and 
CLV2, respectively (Taguchi-Shiobara et
 
al., 2001; Bommert et al., 2005).  Similar to 
clv1 and clv2 mutants in Arabidopsis, td1 and fea2 maize mutants have larger 
inflorescence meristems than non-mutant siblings, suggesting a mechanism similar to 
the Arabidopsis WUS-CLV pathway is operating in maize inflorescences. 
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The CLV signaling pathway is required for proper regulation of WUS in 
Arabidopsis, which encodes a homeodomain transcription factor required for SAM 
maintenance; loss-of-function wus mutants fail to maintain a CZ in the SAM (Mayer 
et al., 1998).  WUS is believed to function in a feedback loop with CLV3; WUS 
accumulation increases when CLV3 is silenced and decreases when CLV3 expression 
is activated (Fletcher et al., 1999; Brand et al., 2000; Schoof et al., 2000; Müller et al., 
2006).  This feedback loop is believed to work in a manner such that WUS promotes 
CLV3 accumulation, whereupon CLV3 moves from the L1/L2 to the CZ to decrease 
WUS accumulation via the CLV1 receptor.  When WUS has been sufficiently depleted 
it can no longer promote CLV3 accumulation, which halts WUS repression.  With no 
functioning CLV pathway to repress WUS, the cycle can begin anew and thus regulate 
the amount of cells comprising the CZ of the SAM.  This negative feedback loop 
functions to maintain a pool of stem cells in the SAM core that is balanced by the loss 
of SAM cells during organogenesis.  
Meristematic cells are maintained in an indeterminate growth state by 
homeodomain-containing KNOX (KNotted-like homeobOX) genes such as 
SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM), BREVIPEDICELLUS (BP), KNAT1 (knotted1-like 
homeobox gene),  KNAT2, and KNAT6  in Arabidopsis and KNOTTED1 (KN1), 
LIGULELESS3 (LG3), GNARLEY (GN) and ROUGH SHEATH1 (RS1) in maize 
(Long et al., 1996; Mele et al., 2003; Lincoln et al., 1994; Byrne et al., 2002; 
Kerstetter et al., 1997; Muehlbauer et al., 1999; Foster et al., 1999; Schneeberger et 
al., 1995).  KN1 has been implicated in maize as being required for meristem initiation 
and/or maintenance as kn1 mutants containing loss-of-function alleles often have 
shoots that do not proceed past the coleoptilar stage (Kerstetter et al., 1997; Vollbrecht 
et al., 2000).  In some maize inbreds with large SAMs, such as B73, kn1 loss-of-
function mutants are able to produce a SAM and generate phenotypically normal 
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leaves (Vollbrecht et al., 2000).  However, some kn1 mutant plants produce additional 
leaves in the axils of otherwise normal leaves, suggesting that KN1 function is 
required for establishing proper leaf-SAM boundaries (Kerstetter et al., 1997).  In 
order for founder cell recruitment to occur, these KNOX genes must be turned off in 
the PZ to allow a switch to determinate growth.  Similarly, the Arabidopsis homolog 
of KN1, STM, is believed to play a similar role in maintaining/initiating Arabidopsis 
meristems and separating leaves from the SAM because stm mutants produce only two 
fused cotyledons (Long et al., 1996). 
In addition to loss-of-function alleles, several dominant alleles of maize KNOX 
genes have been recovered.  Kn1 dominant mutants exhibit ectopic “knots” of sheath, 
ligule and auricle in the blade, Gn1-R shows ectopic carpals in flowers and Lg3 
mutants have ligule displaced into the leaf blade (Sinha and Hake, 1994; Foster et al., 
1999; Fowler and Freeling, 1996).  The phenotypes caused by these dominant 
mutations are hypothesized to have been caused by the timing of their misexpression 
(Muehlbauer et al., 1997).  The Kn1-DL dominant mutation causes misexpression of 
KN1 in distal portions of the leaf blade, which causes midrib termination and leaf 
bifurcation.  These phenotypes suggest that KN1 function may be involved in setting 
up proximodistal polarity in maize leaves in addition to SAM maintenance (Ramirez 
et al., 2009). 
Establishing organ boundaries 
The second main function of the SAM is to generate above-ground lateral 
organs.  Several genes play roles in both maintaining the SAM and in allowing the 
production of lateral organs.  For example, the KN1-like gene STM is required to 
create proper boundary separation between the SAM and initiating leaf primordia via 
interactions with the Arabidopsis CUP-SHAPED COTYLEDON1/2/3 (CUC) genes, 
NAC-domain transcription factors similar to the petunia (Petunia sp.) gene NO 
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APICAL MERISTEM (Souer et al., 1996; Aida et al., 1997; Aida et al., 1999; Vroemen 
et al., 2003).  All CUC transcripts accumulate in boundary regions between the 
presumptive SAM and cotyledons during embryogenesis, and later between the SAM 
and initiating leaves where they function to inhibit growth (Aida et al., 1999; Vroemen 
et al., 2003).  Similarly, the NAC-domain transcription factor GOBLET is required to 
separate leaflet boundaries in the compound tomato leaves (Berger et al., 2009).  The 
CUC genes are believed to function redundantly as cuc single mutants have essentially 
no mutant phenotype, but cuc double mutants lack an embryonic SAM and have two 
fused cotyledons (Aida et al., 1997).  Genetic and molecular techniques revealed that 
STM expression requires CUC1/2 function, and thus the CUC genes are required for 
SAM initiation in Arabidopsis (Aida et al., 1999).  However, once STM expression 
initiates in the presumptive SAM, CUC2 function is not required to maintain STM 
expression (Aida et al., 1999).  STM and CUC2 may function in a feedback-loop, as 
stm mutants lose CUC2 accumulation in the normal boundary regions that separate the 
presumptive SAM from the cotyledons, which suggests STM function is required to 
both initiate SAM identity and to separate the SAM from the cotyledons in 
Arabidopsis (Aida et al., 1999).  In addition to requiring STM function for proper 
localization, a search for enhancers of the cuc2-1 mutant phenotype revealed that CUC 
accumulation is dependent on the SWI/SNF chromatin-remodeling ATPases 
SPLAYED (SYD; only CUC2) and AtBRM, although this regulation is independent of 
the STM-related pathway and it is unclear if SYD and AtBRM maintain or initiate CUC 
accumulation in boundary regions (Kwon et al., 2006).  The KNOX gene KNAT6 has 
also been shown to be involved in the STM-CUC pathway, as CUC1 and CUC2 are 
required for KNAT6 expression and knat6;stm double mutants have more severely 
fused cotyledons than stm single mutants (Belles-Boix et al., 2006). 
Auxin also plays an important role in defining where leaf-meristem and leaf-
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leaf boundaries are established.  An auxin maximum forms at the presumptive site of 
the incipient leaf primordium (P0), and the flow of auxin is directed by PIN-
FORMED1 (PIN1) (Reinhardt et al., 2003).  PIN1 is an auxin efflux carrier that is 
polarly-localized by the regulator PINOID (PID) (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Friml et al., 
2004).  Both pin1 and pid single mutants occasionally exhibit moderate cotyledon 
phenotypes (abnormal number, size and/or shape), but cotyledons are almost always 
present (Bennett et al., 1995).  In contrast, pin1;pid double mutants often lack 
cotyledons (Furutani et al., 2004).  In pin1;pid double mutant embryos CUC1 and 
CUC2 accumulation domains expanded into regions of the embryo that normally 
became cotyledons (Furutani et al., 2004).  This suggests that PIN1 and PID, and thus 
auxin, function to repress CUC accumulation and prevent it from accumulating 
outside of boundary regions in the embryo and developing leaf primordia.  The over-
accumulation of CUC in pin1;pid double mutants likely inhibits cell division enough 
that cotyledons simply are not produced (Furutani et al., 2004).              
CUC gene accumulation is regulated by several distinct pathways, including by 
small RNA molecules called microRNAs (miRNAs).  miRNAs are approximately 21-
nucleotide long RNA molecules that function in post-transcriptional gene silencing by 
guiding the cleavage of mRNAs or repressing translation (Fagard et al., 2000; Lanet et 
al., 2009).   Long single-stranded RNAs that form imperfect hairpin loops are 
transcribed from noncoding regions of the genome to form primary miRNAs (pri-
miRNAs), and the pri-miRNAs are cleaved into short double-stranded RNAs by a 
complex including DICER-LIKE1 (DCL1) and HYPONASTIC LEAVES1 (McManus 
et al., 2002; Reinhart et al., 2002; Kurihara et al., 2006).  The dsRNAs are exported 
from the nucleus to the cytoplasm where they are incorporated into a complex 
including ARGONAUTE1 (AGO1) to cleave the appropriate target mRNA (Figure 
1.3; Fagard et al., 2000).  miR164 is required to spatially regulate the transcript  
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Figure 1.3. microRNA biogenesis. 
 
MicroRNA (miRNA) genes are transcribed and form an imperfect stem-loop structure 
called a pri-miRNA.  The pri-miRNA is convered into a double-stranded (ds) miRNA 
duplex by DICER-LIKE1 (DCL1) and HYPONASTIC LEAVES1 (HYL1) that is 
exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.  Once in the cytoplasm the miRNA forms 
an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) with ARGONAUTE1 (AGO1) and the 
RISC binds a complimentary sequence on a target transcript.  The target transcript is 
then cleaved by the RISC.  
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accumulation pattern of CUC1 and CUC2 in Arabidopsis (Laufs et al., 2004; Mallory 
et al., 2004).  CUC1 and CUC2 transcript levels are diminished and a cuc1;cuc2 
double mutant phenotype is recapitulated when miR164 is over expressed (Laufs et 
al., 2004; Mallory et al., 2004).  Similarly, when miR164-resistant versions of CUC1 
and CUC2 are expressed there are defects in organ boundary formation (Laufs et al., 
2004; Mallory et al., 2004).  The many levels of CUC gene regulation indicate its 
importance in forming proper SAM-cotyledon, SAM-leaf and leaf-leaf boundaries. 
Despite the importance of CUC genes for forming boundaries, they are not the 
only genes known to have a role in establishing organ boundaries.  Two BTB/POZ-
domain proteins, BLADE-ON-PETIOLE1 (BOP1) and BOP2, have been found to 
interact with LATERAL ORGAN BOUNDARY (LOB)-domain proteins to help 
define organ boundaries, and both BOP gene transcripts accumulate around SAM-leaf 
boundaries (Ha et al., 2004; Norberg et al., 2005; Ha et al., 2007; Jun et al., 2010).  
Another gene known to affect boundary formation is ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA 
HOMEOBOX GENE1 (ATH1), a BELL-type homeodomain protein (Gómez-Mena and 
Sablowski, 2008).  ATH1 transcripts accumulate throughout the SAM, early leaf 
primordia and at the base of developing leaves, and ath1 exhibit rosette leaves that are 
partially fused on the abaxial side of the leaf base (Gómez-Mena and Sablowski, 
2008). 
The role of phytohormones in leaf initiation 
The pyhtohormones cytokinin, auxin and gibberellin play important roles in 
determining where a new leaf primordium will emerge from the SAM (reviewed in 
Shani et al., 2006).  Cytokinin levels are high in the CZ of the SAM and low in the PZ 
where founder cell recruitment occurs; KNOX function may establish this 
concentration gradient.  KNOX proteins, which are excluded from regions of the PZ 
undergoing founder cell recruitment, enhance cytokinin levels by increasing the 
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expression of ISOPENTENYL TRANSFERASE7, a cytokinin biosynthesis gene (Yanai 
et al., 2005).  Cytokinin is a promoter of cell division and the cytokinin signaling 
pathway may serve as a mechanism for KNOX-mediated indeterminate growth of the 
CZ (Riou-Khamlichi et al., 1999).  A KNOX protein in tobacco also keeps levels of 
the plant growth regulator gibberellin low by directly inhibiting expression of the 
GA20 oxidase gene, which is required for gibberellin biosynthesis (Sakamoto et al., 
2001; Hay et al., 2002).  In maize, KN1 proteins directly activate expression of 
GA2OX1, a gene required to inactivate gibberellin (Bolduc and Hake, 2009).     
In contrast to cytokinin, auxin and gibberellin levels are high in the PZ where 
founder cell recruitment takes place.  The polar transport of auxin by the efflux 
transporter PIN1 and the influx transporter AUXIN RESISTANT1 sets up the gradient 
of auxin required for leaf initiation (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Yamamoto and Yamamoto, 
1998; Reinhardt et al., 2003).   Generally, PIN1, which is capable of a rapidly 
changing accumulation pattern (Friml et al., 2002), localizes to the apical side of cells 
in the meristem and transports auxin towards the apex of the meristem, but PIN1 
localization changes in the area of the incipient leaf primordium (P0). When PIN1 
accumulates  near the P0 it points towards the primordium rather than the meristem 
apex.  This increases the auxin concentration at the P0 and is correlated with leaf 
initiation.  Auxin has been shown to reduce accumulation of KNOX-like transcripts in 
Arabidopsis, which has the secondary effect of lowering the levels of cytokinin and 
increasing gibberellin levels in the PZ (Hay et al., 2006; Yanai et al., 2005; Sakamoto 
et al., 2001).  As the levels of auxin and gibberellin increase, the amount of KNOX 
proteins and cytokinin levels decrease, thus promoting founder cell recruitment.  
Auxin turns the KNOX genes off initially, but as auxin levels gradually 
decrease in the leaf primordium KNOX genes will reactivate without the action of the 
ARP family of MYB-domain containing transcription factors PHANTASTICA (PHAN; 
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Antirrhinum majus)/ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1 (AS1; Arabidopsis)/ROUGH SHEATH2 
(RS2; maize) (Waites and Hudson, 1995; Byrne et al., 2000; Timmermans et al., 1999; 
Tsiantis et al., 1999; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005).  AS1 is expressed in the leaf founder 
cells in the PZ as well as the adaxial surface of leaf primordia (Byrne et al., 2000).  
Maize RS2 protein was shown to interact with HIRA, a WD-40 repeat containing 
protein that may direct changes in chromatin arrangement (Phelps-Durr et al., 2005).  
It is believed that PHAN/AS1/RS2 and HIRA work together to change the chromatin 
state at KNOX loci to maintain KNOX gene silencing throughout leaf development.  
In maize, leaf founder cell recruitment begins at the site of the presumptive midrib and 
proceeds laterally around the SAM until two overlapping leaf margins are formed 
(Scanlon, 2000).  In order for founder cell recruitment to begin, KNOX genes must 
first be down regulated by auxin (Hay et al., 2006).  The site of the presumptive 
midrib is thus determined by an auxin maximum and PIN1 localization (Reinhardt et 
al., 2000; Reinhardt et al., 2003).  PIN1 localizes primarily in the L1 in the 
Arabidopsis SAM and in the epidermis and vasculature in leaf primordia (Reinhardt et 
al., 2003).  However, near the P0 the localization of PIN1 orients the flow of auxin 
toward the leaf primordium rather than the apex, suggesting that auxin is funneled 
through the L1 to P0 to initiate leaf formation (Reinhardt et al., 2003).  Maize PIN1 
does not accumulate throughout the L1, but it does accumulate in the L1 near the P0 
and it accumulates in the presumptive provascular strands of young leaf primordia 
(Lee et al., 2009).   
PIN1 and auxin play important roles in determining phyllotaxy.  As PIN1 
funnels auxin into new leaf primordia, auxin sinks are created and the production of 
additional leaves in the immediate vicinity is discouraged.  When the required auxin 
threshold for new leaf formation is crossed at a minimum distance from pre-existing 
leaf primordia PIN1 will relocalize to form a new auxin sink (Reinhardt et al., 2003).  
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Maize has alternate phyllotaxy, with one leaf per node and leaves initiating 180° apart.  
The maize gene ABERRANT PHYLLOTAXY1 (ABPHYL1), which encodes a 
cytokinin-inducible type A response regulator that accumulates at the P0,  is required 
to regulate SAM size and leaf phyllotaxy, as abphyl1 mutants initiate two leaves per 
node in a decussate pattern (Jackson and Hake, 1998; Giulini et al., 2004).  Although 
cytokinin-inducible type A response regulators are generally believed to be negative 
regulators of cytokinin signaling, several have been found to be positive gene 
regulators (Osakabe et al., 2002; Leibfried et al., 2005).  ABPHYL1 is necessary for 
PIN1 accumulation (and thus auxin distribution), and deficient PIN1 accumulation 
may cause delays in leaf initiation allowing for abnormal amounts of SAM growth 
between nodes (Lee et al., 2009).  The enlarged SAM in aphyl1 mutants may allow 
two auxin maxima to form, as opposed to only one in non-mutant meristems, and 
cause the production of two leaves per node (Jackson and Hake 1998; Giulini et al., 
2004).   Since cytokinin is required to promote ABPHYL1 accumulation, and 
ABPHYL1 is required for PIN1 accumulation, cytokinin and auxin are inexorably 
linked in the establishment of phyllotaxy in maize (Lee et al., 2009). 
 TERMINAL EAR1 (TE1), a maize RNA-binding gene, has also been 
implicated in establishing proper phyllotaxy (Veit et al., 1998).  In situ hybridizations 
have shown TE1 to accumulate in a horseshoe-like pattern at the base of each leaf 
primordium, with the opening of the horseshoe positioned at the site of the 
presumptive midrib for each primordium (Veit et al., 1998).  The accumulation pattern 
of TE1 rotates 180° with each successive phytomer and correlates with the alternate 
phyllotaxy of maize (Veit et al., 1998).  Since te1 mutants have shortened internodes 
and deviations from alternate phyllotaxy, it has been proposed that TE1 functions to 
repress leaf development and thus regulate phyllotaxy (Veit et al., 1998).  However, 
potential targets for TE1 binding have not yet been identified and the exact function of 
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TE1 remains unknown. 
The three main axes of leaf development 
Leaves develop with three main axes: the proximodistal (proximal sheath to 
distal blade tip in maize), mediolateral (medial midrib to lateral margin) and 
dorsiventral (bottom to top or abaxial to adaxial) (Figure 1.1).  As a leaf grows away 
from the SAM division and differentiation of cells ceases first at the tip and along the 
midrib, and proceeds toward the base and margins along the proximodistal and 
mediolateral axes, respectively.  Regulation of cell division is vital to formation of 
leaves as seen in the Arabidopsis jaw-D, jagged (jag), and leafy petiole (lep) mutants 
(Palatnik et al., 2003; Dinney et al., 2004; Ohno et al., 2004; van der Graaff et al., 
2000).  JAW encodes miR319a and targets TCP transcription factors, which are 
required for timing the transition between cellular division and differentiation in 
leaves (Palatnik et al., 2003).  When miR319a is over expressed, as it is in jaw-D 
mutants, leaf morphology is greatly altered due to mistimed cessation of cell division 
along margins and midrib regions (Palatnik et al., 2003).  JAG is a C2H2-type zinc 
finger transcription factor that represses cellular differentiation in leaves and flowers 
(Dinney et al., 2004; Ohno et al., 2004).  The distal regions of jag mutant leaves and 
petals do not fully develop, suggesting that JAG function is required to repress distal 
cell division until differentiation is complete (Dinney et al., 2004; Ohno et al., 2004).  
LEP encodes a member of the AP2/EREBP transcription factor family that is involved 
in patterning the proximodistal axis of leaves (van der Graaff et al., 2000).  Activation 
tagging of LEP caused the leaf petiole to be replaced by leaf blade tissue, suggesting 
that LEP is required to initiate blade formation and thus for the establishment of the 
distal domain of the leaf (van der Graaff et al., 2000). 
One maize gene, WAVY AURICLE IN BLADE1 (WAB1), has been implicated 
in both proximodistal and mediolateral leaf patterning.  Dominant Wab1 mutants have 
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narrow blades with patches of sheath and auricle tissue pushed distally into the blade 
caused by misexpression of LG1, a SQUAMOSA-PROMOTER BINDING protein 
(Hay and Hake, 2004; Foster et al., 2004).  While WAB1 is required for mediolateral 
patterning in the blade, it does not appear to play a role in patterning the sheath (Hay 
and Hake, 2004; Foster et al., 2004).  In addition to mediolateral patterning, WAB1 is 
also required for the proper accumulation of LG1, which acts cell autonomously to 
promote ligule and auricle development (Becraft et al., 1990; Hay and Hake, 2004; 
Foster et al., 2004).  WAB1 has not yet been cloned, so how it functions to regulate 
LG1 accumulation and to mediate mediolateral patterning remains unknown. 
Similar to WAB1, the duplicate maize genes NARROW SHEATH1 (NS1) and 
NS2 are involved in mediolateral leaf patterning.  However, unlike WAB1, NS gene 
functions are required for mediolateral patterning of the sheath and blade (Scanlon et 
al., 1996).  By utilizing clonal sector analysis, the NS genes were predicted to be 
required for proper founder cell recruitment in marginal domains, as well as to 
function in two foci along the flanks of the SAM (Scanlon and Freeling, 1997; 
Scanlon, 2000).  Remarkably, when the NS genes were identified as homologues of 
Arabidopsis PRESSED FLOWER, a WUS-like homeodomain gene, they were found to 
accumulate in two foci on the flanks of the SAM and in the margins of leaf primordia 
(Nardmann et al., 2004).  NS genes seem to function to establish competency to recruit 
founder cells for marginal leaf domains rather than specifying lateral identity in leaves 
(Nardmann et al., 2004).           
 As a leaf primordium develops from the initial founder cells there is an 
inherent dorsiventral asymmetry; the adaxial surface of the primordium is adjacent to 
the SAM and the abaxial side of the primordium is opposite the SAM.  Experiments 
have suggested this asymmetry is set up by a signal emanating from the SAM to the 
adaxial half of the leaf primordium, as when the incipient leaf primordium is dissected 
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away from the SAM an abaxialized radial leaf develops (Sussex 1951; Reinhardt et al., 
2005).  Interestingly, an adaxialized radial leaf is seen in gain-of-function mutations of 
PHABULOSA (PHB), and PHAVOLUTA (PHV), two Arabidopsis class III 
homeodomain-leucine zipper (HD-ZIP III) genes (McConnell et al., 2001).  In 
addition to PHB and PHV there are three other HD-ZIP III genes, which are required 
for adaxial identity in Arabidopsis: REVOLUTA (REV), ATHB8 and 
ATHB15/CORONA (Figure 1.4).  With the lone exception of rev, loss-of-function 
mutations do not produce noticeable phenotypes in single hd-zip III mutants, likely 
due to genetic redundancy.  rev loss-of-function mutants lack axillary meristems and  
have a loss of xylem and interfasicular fibers (Ostuga et al., 2001).  Prigge et al. 
(2005) looked at various double, triple, and quadruple hd-zip III mutants to dissect 
distinct roles for each gene.  It was found that REV and PHB play significant roles in 
meristem formation and organ polarity, while PHV has a major role only in organ 
polarity.  ATHB15/CNA is important for meristem regulation, and plays an 
antagonistic role to PHB, PHV and REV in meristem formation and organ polarity.  
ATHB8 is required for vasculature to differentiate from procambial cells (Baima et al., 
2001; Donner et al., 2009).  In situ hybridizations have shown that PHB, REV, PHV 
and ATHB15/CNA are all expressed early in embryogenesis, and then restrict their 
accumulation domains to the center of the SAM, the vasculature, and the adaxial 
regions of leaf primordia (McConnell et al., 2001; Ostuga et al., 2001).  PHB 
accumulates in distinct rays that connect the center of the SAM to the adaxial region 
of leaves, but the implications of this novel expression pattern remain unknown 
(McConnell et al., 2001). Like its homologue REV, the maize gene ROLLED LEAF1 
(RLD1) accumulates in the SAM as well as in adaxial areas of leaf primordia (Juarez 
et al., 2004a).  Although it is also a dominant allele, Rld1-O does not exhibit an 
adaxialized radial leaf phenotype like its Arabidopsis homologues.  Rld1-O mutants  
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Figure 1.4. Genetic and molecular interactions involved in establishing dorsiventral 
leaf polarity in maize and Arabidopsis.   
 
See text for references. Modified from Husbands et al., 2009.  
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have a partial loss of dorsiventral polarity that causes the leaves to curl upwards and 
have a net gain of adaxial tissue types in the blade (Juarez et al., 2004a).     
The dominant Rld1-O, phb and phv mutations contain missense mutations in a 
sterol/lipid binding (START) domain (McConnell et al., 2001; Juarez et al., 2004a), 
which led researchers to believe HD-ZIP III proteins could be receptors for the elusive 
adaxializing signal from the SAM suggested by earlier experiments (Sussex 1951).  
However, with the discovery of miRNAs it was soon revealed that the START 
domains of REV, PHB and PHV contain sequences complementary to miR165 and 
miR166, and mutant phenotypes associated with the dominant mutations are caused by 
altered miRNA recognition sites rather than amino acid changes in the START 
domain (Mallory et al., 2004).   In the dominant phb-3d and Rld1-O mutant alleles a 
single nucleotide change in the miR165/166 complementary site is enough to abolish 
AGO1-mediated cleavage of the PHB mRNA transcript, which leads to ectopic 
accumulation of PHB and RLD1 transcripts and adaxialized radial leaves (Mallory et 
al., 2004; Juarez et al., 2004a).  Not surprisingly, miR166 accumulates in abaxial 
regions of leaf primordia, where HD-ZIP III gene accumulation is not detected (Juarez 
et al. 2004a; Kidner and Martienssen, 2004). When a single nucleotide change that 
maintains the proper amino acid sequence, but changes the miR165/166 binding site, 
is introduced into the cDNA encoding PHB, the resulting phenotype is identical to the 
dominant phb-3d mutant.  Also, when a 35S::PHB construct is introduced into wild-
type plants there is essentially no adaxialization phenotype.  These findings strongly 
suggest that miR165 and miR166 are key regulators of HD-ZIP III transcript 
accumulation in Arabidopsis (Figure. 1.4) (Zhou et al., 2007; Mallory et al., 2004). 
KANADI (KAN1, KAN2, and KAN3) genes are members of the GARP family 
of transcription factors that are expressed in abaxial regions of leaf primordia, the 
phloem, and in a disc below the SAM (Kerstetter et al., 2001; Eshed et al., 2004).  
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KAN proteins are abaxial identity factors that mutually repress the HD-ZIP III gene 
products and AS2 expression (Figure 1.4) (Eshed et al., 2004; Emery et al., 2003; 
Candela et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008).  Over-accumulation of KAN genes in 
Arabidopsis arrests the SAM by repressing HD-ZIP III gene accumulation (Emery et 
al., 2003).  Also, when a pAS1::KAN2 construct is placed into wild-type plants the 
accumulation of PHB is reduced and the leaves become radial and abaxialized (Eshed 
et al., 2004).  Single kan mutants do not show leaf polarity defects, but when two, or 
all three, kan genes are knocked out polarity defects appear (Eshed et al., 2004).  In 
kan1;kan2 double mutants and kan1;kan2;kan3 triple mutants, leaves were radially 
symmetric and had adaxial epidermal features; some leaves had ectopic outgrowths on 
the abaxial surface and adaxialized flowers.  The maize gene MILKWEED POD1 
(MWP1) is a KAN homologue that accumulates throughout young leaf primordia, but 
becomes restricted to abaxial regions of the sheath in older leaves (Candela et al., 
2008).  MWP1 is required to maintain abaxial identity in leaves, as mwp1 mutants 
display ectopic outgrowths on the abaxial surfaces of husk leaves and vegetative 
sheaths (Candela et al., 2008).    
Ectopic outgrowths may be explained by the Waites-Hudson Model, which 
was developed from work with the phan mutant of A. majus (Waites and Hudson, 
1995).  Severe phan mutants often have abaxialized radial leaves and amphicribral 
(phloem surrounding xylem) vascular bundles, whereas wild-type plants have 
dorsiventrally flattened leaves and collateral (xylem is adaxial and phloem is abaxial) 
vascular bundles.  Since there is no adaxial tissue in the radial leaves observed in phan 
mutants, Waites and Hudson (1995) suggested the juxtaposition of adaxial and abaxial 
tissue types is required for mediolateral development.  Further evidence supporting 
this model included ectopic outgrowths where epidermal swapping (a patch of adaxial 
tissue appearing on the abaxial surface) occurred (mwp1), the radial leaf phenotypes 
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seen in the Arabidopsis kan1;kan2 and phb-1d mutants and work with the maize 
mutant leafbladeless1 (lbl1).  lbl1 is reported to have abaxialized radial leaves with 
roughly amphicribral vascular bundles, similar to phan mutants (Timmermans et al., 
1998).  The Waites-Hudson model is adequate to explain most of the radial leaf 
phenotypes seen in plants, but the model stumbles when presented with the maize 
mutant ragged seedling2 (rgd2).  rgd2 mutants have radial leaves, but the radial leaves 
maintain proper dorsiventral anatomy and contain collateral vascular bundles as 
opposed to being abaxialized or adaxialized with aberrant vascular bundle polarity 
(Henderson et al., 2005).   
PHAN, AS1 and RS2 were previously mentioned as homologues that repress 
KNOX genes in leaf primordia.  Another Arabidopsis protein involved in repressing 
KNOX genes, and enhancing HD-ZIP III genes, is the LOB-domain containing protein 
ASYMMETRIC LEAVES2 (AS2) (Lin et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2007).  The maize 
homolog of AS2, INDETERMINATE GAMETOPHYTE1 (IG1), may also be an adaxial 
identity factor; in certain genetic backgrounds ig1 mutants yield ectopic outgrowths on 
the adaxial surface of the flag leaf (the final vegetative leaf) (Evans, 2007).   AS1 and 
AS2 are believed to function in the same pathway, and they work to promote adaxial 
identity by repressing KAN genes and by interacting with HISTONE 
DEACETYLASES (HDACs) to exclude miR165/166 from adaxial regions of leaf 
primordia (Figure 1.4) (Serrano-Cartagena et al., 1999; Iwakawa et al., 2007; Ueno et 
al., 2007).  HDACs remove acetyl groups from histones, allowing them to be 
methylated, which can lead to a change in the chromatin state and subsequent gene 
inactivation (reviewed in Wagner, 2003).  When Ueno et al. (2007) treated as1 or as2 
single mutants with HDAC inhibitors they saw an abaxialized radial leaf phenotype 
and ectopic miR166 accumulation.  These results suggest that HDACs, perhaps in a 
complex with AS1/AS2, help establish dorsiventral leaf polarity in Arabidopsis by 
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regulating the chromatin state at miR165/166 precursor gene loci.   The AS2 promoter 
has also been shown to be under the control of BOP1 and BOP2 in proximal adaxial 
regions of leaves, indicating that BOP proteins are involved in both proximodistal 
patterning and dorsiventral polarity (Jun et al., 2010).  AS1 and AS2 also repress 
YABBY genes (FILAMENTOUS FLOWER, YABBY2 and YABBY3), which are a family 
of abaxial identity and lateral outgrowth promoters in Arabidopsis (Siegfried et al., 
1999; Iwakawa et al., 2007).  In maize, YABBY genes exhibit adaxial accumulation, 
and seem to be involved in growth, not in establishing dorsiventral polarity (Juarez et 
al., 2004b). 
AS1 and AS2 work in synergy with a trans-acting small interfering RNA (ta-
siRNA) pathway to repress AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR3/ETTIN (ARF3/ETT) and 
ARF4, which promote abaxial identity in Arabidopsis by promoting YABBY gene 
expression (Garcia et al., 2006; Iwakawa et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005).  ta-siRNAs are 
similar to miRNAs and require many of the same proteins for their biosynthesis, but 
the two classes of small RNAs have different origins.  The biogenesis of ta-siRNAs 
begins with the miRNA-directed cleavage of a noncoding ta-siRNA transcript.  The 
cleavage product is converted into a dsRNA, which is incorporated into an AGO 
complex and cleaves the ta-siRNA target gene. TAS3 is one of three ta-siRNA gene 
family members in Arabidopsis (Allen et al., 2005).  The TAS3 transcript is cleaved by 
miR390 with the help of AGO7/ZIPPY (ZIP), and the resulting product is converted 
into dsRNA by RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE6 (RDR6) and 
SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING3 (SGS3) (Allen et al., 2005; Adenot et al, 
2006; Fahlgren et al., 2006; Montgomery et al., 2008).  The dsRNA is then cleaved by 
DCL4 into functional 21-base pair ta-siRNAs.  The ta-siRNAs then function in a 
manner similar to miRNAs in that they target a specific transcript, in this case ARF3 
and ARF4, and the target transcripts are cleaved with the aid of AGO1 (Allen et al., 
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2005; Montgomery et al., 2008).  In Arabidopsis, sgs3, rdr6, dcl4 and ago7/zip 
mutants exhibit a precocious switch from juvenile to adult staged leaves; they lack 
dorsiventral polarity defects (Peragine et al., 2004; Gasciolli et al., 2004; Xie et al., 
2005; Hunter et al., 2003). 
ARF3/ETT and ARF4, targets of ta-siRNA regulation, encode DNA binding 
proteins that are responsive to auxin and promote a switch from juvenile and adult 
stage leaf traits in Arabidopsis (Sessions et al., 1997; Hunter et al., 2006).  The ARF 
family of transcription factors binds auxin response elements in the promoters of auxin 
responsive genes. When auxin is present the ARFs are bound by Aux/IAA repressors 
to regulate the target gene (reviewed in Guilfoyle and Hagen, 2007).  Interestingly, 
ARF3/ETT lacks a carboxy-terminal dimerization domain (CTD) believed to be 
required for ARF-Aux/IAA dimerization (Okushima et al., 2005).  Despite the lack of 
a CTD, ARF3 may directly interact with SEUSS in Arabidopsis to regulate floral 
development (Pfluger and Zambryski, 2004).  Exactly how ARF3/ETT and ARF4 
function in vegetative leaves remains unknown.  Although arf3/ett or arf4 single 
mutants lack a dorsiventral polarity phenotype in leaves, arf3;arf4 double mutants do 
have slight defects in leaf polarity (Figure 1.4) (Pekker et al., 2005).  When ARF3/ETT 
is over-expressed, the ago7/zip mutant phenotype is recapitulated, suggesting that the 
precocious switch to adult stage leaves in ago7/zip mutants is due to an over-
abundance of ARF3/ETT (Hunter et al., 2006).    
The maize gene LBL1 is a homologue of Arabidopsis SGS3 (Nogueira et al., 
2007).  In striking contrast to Arabidopsis sgs3 mutants, which only display a phase-
change vegetative phenotype, lbl1 mutants lose dorsiventral polarity and have 
abaxialized radial leaves (Timmermans et al., 1998).  lbl1 mutants are deficient in ta-
siRNA biogenesis because ta-siRNAs are unable to be produced without the proper 
machinery to turn single-stranded TAS3 cleavage products into dsRNA.  With this 
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decrease in ta-siRNAs there is an expected increase in ARF3a transcript levels, but 
there is also a surprising change in miR166 levels (Nogueira et al., 2007).  In 
Arabidopsis there are only two miR166 loci, but in maize there are at least nine 
miR166 loci (miR166a to miR166i) with distinct accumulation patterns in the shoot 
apex (Zhou et al., 2007; Nogueira et al., 2007; Nogueira et al., 2009).  One miR166 
locus (miR166a) is repressed in lbl1, but two miR166 loci (miR166c and miR166i) 
have enhanced transcript levels and have ectopic accumulation in the adaxial regions 
of leaf primordia (Nogueira et al., 2007).  Work with Arabidopsis has also suggested 
that SGS3 may have functions outside of the ta-siRNA biogenesis pathway to regulate 
AGO1 accumulation (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2009). 
It has been hypothesized that the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway is of primary 
importance for regulating leaf dorsiventral polarity in maize, while the interplay of 
HD-ZIP III and KAN genes are more important in Arabidopsis (Figure 1.4) (reviewed 
in Kidner and Timmermans, 2007).  Work with the lbl1 mutant has suggested that ta-
siARFs may regulate the accumulation of miR166 in the maize shoot apex, and thus 
influence dorsiventral polarity (Nogueira et al., 2009).  The maize mutants lbl1 and 
rgd2 have similar macroscopic phenotypes, but they are reported to have very 
disparate phenotypes in regards to leaf dorsiventral polarity (Timmermans et al., 1998; 
Henderson et al., 2005).  Whereas lbl1 mutants have completely abaxialized radial 
leaves, rgd2 mutants exhibit radial leaves with no net loss of dorsiventral polarity 
(Timmermans et al., 1998; Henderson et al., 2005).  When rgd2-R;lbl1-rgd1 double 
mutants were constructed, a synergistic phenotype was observed; no SAM was present 
in mature kernels (Henderson et al., 2006).  This result strongly suggests that LBL1 
and RGD2 operate in separate, but overlapping, pathways.   
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Purpose of study 
Despite these advances in the understanding of leaf development much 
remains to be discovered, particularly in monocotyledons such as maize.  The Waites-
Hudson model predicts that whenever adaxial and abaxial tissue types are juxtaposed 
in species with bifacial leaves a mediolateral outgrowth will form (Waites and 
Hudson, 1995).  In essence, this model states that leaves are flattened in the 
mediolateral axis when both adaxial and abaxial tissue types are both present.  Despite 
several mutants in multiple species providing evidence to support this model, there is 
at least one exception (Waites and Hudson, 1995; McConnell et al., 2001; Henderson 
et al., 2005; Evans et al., 2007; Nagasaki et al., 2007; Candela et al., 2008).  The 
maize rgd2 mutant has leaves with adaxial and abaxial tissue types, but with radial 
symmetry and thus no mediolateral development away from the midrib (Henderson et 
al., 2005).  This observation suggests that either the Waites-Hudson model is 
insufficient to explain mediolateral development or that RGD2 function is required for 
competency to understand that the two tissue types are in juxtaposition.        
 Although it has a clear role in leaf development, the identity and function of 
RGD2 are unknown.  The elucidation of RGD2 identity and function may help 
establish its role in the interaction between the mediolateral and dorsiventral axes of 
leaf development.  Since RGD2 and LBL1 are believed to operate in separate, but 
overlapping, pathways (Henderson et al., 2006), understanding the identity of RGD2 
may also shed light on the intersection of different pathways in maize leaf 
development.  Identifying RGD2 via positional cloning was one of the primary goals 
of this study.  Upon identifying RGD2 as an AGO7-like gene, the focus of the study 
centered on the role of RGD2 function in ta-siARF biogenesis and in re-evaluating the 
role of this pathway in maize leaf dorsiventral polarity.  Additionally, this study began 
to evaluate downstream targets of ta-siARF function.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
ragged seedling2 encodes an ARGONAUTE7-like protein required for mediolateral 
expansion, but not dorsiventrality, of maize leaves
1
 
 
                                                 
1
 Douglas R.N., Wiley D., Sarkar A., Springer N., Timmermans M.C.P., and Scanlon M.J. Submitted to 
Plant Cell 
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Abstract 
Leaves are produced from the flank of the shoot apical meristem and are dorsiventrally 
asymmetric from inception.  Mutations perturbing dorsiventral cell-fate acquisition 
can lead to the formation of radial leaves that lack adaxial/abaxial polarity.  However, 
mutations in the maize (Zea mays) gene ragged seedling2 (rgd2) condition radial 
leaves that maintain dorsiventral polarity.  Positional cloning reveals that rgd2 
encodes an ARGONAUTE7 (AGO7)-like protein required to produce ta-siARF, a 
trans-acting small interfering RNA that targets abaxialized auxin response factor3a 
(arf3a) transcripts for degradation.  Previous studies implicated a role for ta-siARF 
during dorsiventral patterning of monocot leaves.  Here we show that arf3a transcripts 
hyper-accumulate but remain abaxialized in rgd2 mutant apices, revealing that ta-
siARF function is not required for arf3a polarization.  RGD2 also functions to regulate 
the accumulation and localization of miR390 in maize shoot apices.  Similar to the 
abaxialized maize mutant leafbladeless1 (lbl1), rgd2 mutants exhibit ectopic 
accumulation of the abaxial identity factor miR166 in adaxial domains.  These data 
reveal that hyper-accumulation of arf3a and miR166 is insufficient to condition 
abaxialized leaf phenotypes in maize.  Finally, transcripts of a maize ago1 paralog 
over-accumulate in lbl1 but not in rgd2 mutants, suggesting that upregulation of ago1 
combined with ectopic accumulation of miR166 contribute to the formation of 
abaxialized leaves in the lbl1 mutant.  A revised model for the role of small RNAs 
during dorsiventral patterning of maize leaves is discussed. 
Introduction 
Shoot apical meristems (SAMs) are comprised of a group of indeterminate cells that 
give rise to all the above ground organs of the plant.  The angiosperm SAM harbors 
stem cells that maintain the meristem by replacing cells lost during organogenesis.   
Leaves are initiated from the flank of the SAM, a position-dependent process whereby 
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cells at the SAM periphery are recruited to become leaf founder cells (Poethig, 1984).  
As the founder cells are recruited and switch to determinate growth, leaf primordia are 
elaborated from the SAM along three main axes: the mediolateral axis (medial midrib 
to lateral margin), the proximodistal axis (proximal sheath to distal blade), and the 
dorsiventral axis (adaxial/abaxial).  Maize (Zea mays) leaves are dorsiventrally 
flattened and harbor distinct tissue types on their adaxial (upper) and abaxial (lower) 
surfaces.  In contrast, radial leaf mutants are deficient in mediolateral development 
and typically lose either adaxial or abaxial epidermal patterning, with a concomitant 
switch from collateral (xylem is adaxial, phloem is abaxial) to amphicribral (phloem 
surrounds xylem) or amphivasal (xylem surrounds phloem) vascular patterning 
(Waites and Hudson, 1995; Timmermans et al., 1998; McConnell et al., 2001; Zhong 
and Ye, 2004; Eshed et al., 2004).  Inspired by the Antirrhinum majus radial leaf 
mutant phantastica1, a model for dorsiventral patterning was adapted to leaf 
development whereby the juxtaposition of adaxial and abaxial tissue types is required 
to organize the mediolateral and proximodistal axes of growth (Koch and Meinhardt, 
1994; Waites and Hudson, 1995).  Widespread support for this model is provided by 
phenotypic and molecular analyses of a number of radial leaf mutants from 
Arabidopsis, rice, tobacco, tomato and maize (reviewed in Kidner and Timmermans, 
2007).   
Unlike any previously described radial leaf mutants that are deficient in abaxial 
or adaxial patterning, the maize mutant ragged seedling2 (rgd2) develops radial leaves 
that maintain dorsiventral polarity (Henderson et al., 2005).  Previous work has 
suggested that RGD2 function may be required to either interpret or respond to a 
proposed dorsiventral juxtaposition signal that initiates mediolateral development 
(Waites and Hudson, 1995; Henderson et al., 2005).  Although the mechanisms 
whereby this leaf patterning response is elaborated are still not fully understood, 
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several microRNAs (miRNAs) and trans-acting small interfering RNAs (ta-siRNAs) 
are proposed to play important roles in establishing dorsiventral polarity in developing 
leaves (Nagasaki et al., 2007; Nogueira et al., 2007; reviewed in Husbands et al., 
2009). 
MiRNA biogenesis requires DICER-LIKE1 function to process stem-loop 
miRNA precursors into functional small RNAs (Reinhart et al., 2002).  The processed 
miRNA combines with an ARGONAUTE (AGO) in an RNA-induced silencing 
complex (RISC) that can then target complimentary mRNA sequences for silencing, 
either via cleavage of the target transcript or by translational inhibition (Fagard et al., 
2000; Lanet et al., 2009).  MiR166 is required to spatially restrict the accumulation of 
adaxial-determining hd-zipIII transcripts in both Arabidopsis and maize (McConnell et 
al., 2001; Juarez et al. 2004).  Dominant mutations that disrupt the miR166 binding 
site of hd-zipIII genes but preserve the protein coding sequence lead to radial leaf 
phenotypes wherein abaxial epidermal characteristics are lost (McConnell et al., 2001; 
Juarez et al. 2004).     
The production of ta-siRNAs is a plant-specific process that utilizes 
components from both miRNA and siRNA biogenesis pathways.  Biogenesis of ta-
siRNAs begins with RISC-mediated cleavage of a non-protein coding ta-siRNA 
precursor (tas) transcript (Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2005; Adenot et al, 
2006; Fahlgren et al., 2006).  Whereas the majority of small RNA-cleaved transcripts 
are summarily degraded, the tas cleavage product is stabilized and processed into a 
double stranded RNA (dsRNA), which requires SUPPRESSOR-OF-GENE 
SILENCING3 (SGS3) and RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE6 (RDR6) 
function (Allen et al., 2005; Nogueira et al., 2007).  The resultant dsRNA undergoes 
phased cleavage by DICER-LIKE4 (DCL4) to yield mature 21-nucleotide ta-siRNAs 
(Allen et al., 2005; Figure 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1. Proposed model for the role of small regulatory RNAs in dorsiventral 
patterning.  
 
Model modified from Kidner and Timmermans (2007).  Details provided in text. 
AGO7/RGD2: ARGONAUTE7/RAGGED SEEDLING2; miR390: microRNA 390; 
SGS3/LBL1: SUPPRESSOR-OF-GENE SILENCING3/LEAFBLADELESS1; RDR6: 
RNA-DEPENDANT RNA POLYMERASE6; DCL4: DICER-LIKE4; AGO1: 
ARGONAUTE1; ARF3a: AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR3a; miR166: microRNA 
166; HD-ZIPIII: family of adaxial identity factors. 
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Four tas gene families (tas1, tas2, tas3, tas4) are found in Arabidopsis whereas tas3 is 
the lone tas family as yet described in maize (Nogueira et al., 2007).  Post 
transcriptional cleavage of tas3 precursor genes requires a specialized RISC 
containing miR390 and AGO7/ZIPPY (ZIP), whereupon SGS3-RDR6-DCL4 function 
processes the tas3 cleavage product into 21-bp ta-siRNAs, a subset of which are called 
ta-siARFs (Peragine et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005; Montgomery et al., 2008).  As a 
small RNA substrate bound by AGO1 during post-transcriptional cleavage of the 
transcription factors auxin response factor3/ettin (arf3/ett) and arf4, ta-siARF 
regulates vegetative phase change in Arabidopsis shoots (Allen et al., 2005; Hunter et 
al., 2006).  Subsequently, ta-siARF was shown to function redundantly to regulate 
organ polarity, wherein arf3/ett and arf4 are abaxial determinants (Pekker et al., 2005; 
Garcia et al., 2006; Fahlgren et al., 2006).   
Genetic analyses in maize and rice have demonstrated a primary role for ta-
siARF during dorsiventral leaf patterning; mutations in this ta-siRNA pathway 
generate shootless embryos or filamentous, abaxialized leaf phenotypes (Nogueira et 
al., 2007; Nagasaki et al., 2007; Nogueira et al., 2009).  In contrast, Arabidopsis 
mutants in the tas3 ta-siRNA pathway show no defects in leaf polarity but render a 
precocious switch from juvenile to adult-staged leaves (Hunter et al., 2003; Peragine 
et al., 2004).  Leafbladeless1 (lbl1) encodes the maize homolog of SGS3 (Nogueira et 
al., 2007).  Macroscopically, lbl1 and rgd2 have very similar mutant phenotypes 
(Timmermans et al., 1998; Henderson et al., 2005).  However, closer inspection 
reveals that whereas severe lbl1 radial leaves lose adaxial epidermal characteristics, 
rgd2 radial leaves maintain dorsiventral polarity.  Recessive alleles of lbl1 exhibit 
reduced levels of ta-siARF biogenesis and elevated levels of arf3a, which are 
purported to promote miR166 accumulation and condition an abaxialized phenotype 
(Figure 2.1; Nogueira et al., 2007; Nogueira et al., 2009).  Surprisingly, rgd2;lbl1 
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double mutants have a synergistic shootless phenotype, suggesting that RGD2 and 
LBL1 operate in overlapping pathways, yet also perform some non-redundant 
functions (Henderson et al., 2006).   
Here, we show that rgd2 encodes a maize ARGONAUTE7-like protein 
required for ta-siARF biogenesis and down-regulation of arf3a transcripts.  
Surprisingly, arf3a transcript accumulation remains abaxialized in rgd2 and lbl1 
mutants, revealing that ta-siARF function is not required for arf3a polarization.  
RGD2 function is also required for proper localization and down-regulation of 
miR390 and miR166 in maize shoot apices.  Combined with previous genetic and 
phenotypic analyses of the rgd2-R mutation, these data suggest that arf3a and miR166 
over-accumulation is insufficient to confer the loss of dorsiventral polarity in maize 
leaves.  An ago1 paralog hyper-accumulates in lbl1-rgd1, but not in rgd2-R mutants.  
Taken together, these findings suggest that LBL1 regulates miR166 localization in a 
separate pathway that does not require RGD2 function, and the combined over-
accumulation of ago1 together with ectopic miR166 triggers abaxialized leaf 
phenotypes that are not observed in rgd2 mutants. 
Results 
Positional cloning of rgd2 
A mapping population of 189 highly introgressed individuals (see Materials and 
Methods) was used to genetically map the rgd2-R mutation to within a 0.52 
centimorgan interval on maize chromosomal bin 1.04.  This interval is flanked by the 
markers IDP1473 and CAP276M21, and comprised approximately 1.2 mega-base 
pairs on contig 19 of the maize genome (Figure 2.2A and Table 2.1; Maize Sequence 
Release 4a.53, October 2009).  Among the 40 predicted genes within this interval, a 
maize homolog (GRMZM2G365589) of Arabidopsis ago7/zip was investigated as a 
candidate rgd2 gene.  
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Figure 2.2. Positional cloning and characterization of rgd2 alleles. 
 
(A) Positional cloning of rgd2.  rgd2-R was mapped to bin 1.04 using SSR markers 
(names) and fine mapped to an interval flanked by CAP76M21 and IDP1473. 
Candidate gene analysis revealed an argonaute7-like locus, GRMZM2G365589, on 
maize BAC c0230J20. 
(B) Gene structure of rgd2 wild type and mutant alleles. The rgd2 open reading frame 
consists of three exons (black boxes) and shows a high degree of similarity to 
argonaute7.  Shaded boxes show the approximate positions of the predicted PAZ and 
PIWI protein domains.  Solid gray box represents 3’ UTR.  Inverted triangles mark the 
locations of transposon insertions in the rgd2-R and rgd2-Ds1 alleles.  Point mutations 
in the EMS-induced alleles, rgd2-e1 and rgd2-e2, are denoted.  Images of 
representative phenotypes of rgd2 mutant alleles are above each lesion. Bars = 1 cm.  
(C) RT-PCR analysis of rgd2 transcripts. Primers F1 and R1, which flank the first 
intron, were utilized in rgd2 transcript analyses of rgd2-R mutants, wild type siblings 
and heterozygous siblings.  No transcripts were detected in rgd2-R mutants after 42 
cycles. RT-PCR with tub6 primers served as the control. 
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Table 2.1. Primers used in this study 
Developed Markers for Positional Cloning of rgd2 
Name Accession  Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
CAP76
M21 
AC216276 TCTTCCCCTCTCAACTTATGGCT 
TGCTCTAACAGGTGTCCTATTCC
A 
IDPc049
9A12a 
AC197028 TCGGAGAGAATTGAAGGGCTAAA GGGCTAAAATTCCACATTAGGGC 
IDPb01
83I13a 
AC217651 TGGTGTGATTCCATGTCCAC TCATGCAAGTTGCTACCTCG 
rgd2 Primers 
Primer 
Name 
Primer Sequence 
F1 CTGCTGTTCCCCAAGGTG 
R1 TGGTTCTCGTGAATGAAGCA 
R2 CTGCTGGAAGGCTAACGAAG    
MuTIR AGAGAAGCCAACGCCAWCGCCTCY 
In Situ Hybridization Probes 
Locus Accession  Forward Primer Reverse Primer Size 
rgd2 GQ918490 AACTCAAATGTCCTCTCGGG ACGCGATATATGGGCAAAGA 
2488
-bp 
tas3a AC211570 GCTCAGGAGGGATAGAAGGG CTGATCCCAAACTAGCTGGC 
522-
bp 
arf3a AC204859 AACCATTTTCTGCTGGTTCG CACACTACGCAACACAGCCT 
1355
-bp 
RNA Gel Blot Hybridization Probe 
Locus 
ID 
Accession  Forward Primer Reverse Primer Size 
ago1 AY109385 GGATTTTGCTCTTGAGCCTG GGCCTTTCTAATGGCATCAA 
700-
bp 
qRT-PCR Primers 
Locus 
ID 
Accession  Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
miR16
6a 
AY501431 GGGTACGTACATGCAAATCTGA TCCTCCTCTCTTCAGTCGTCTT 
miR16
6c 
AY501433 AGGCTTCATTCCCCTCAAGT GACAGAAAGATCGAGTCGCC 
miR16
6h 
AC200627 AGATACCATGCACACGAACATC 
GAAATGAAGTGTAGCTAGCAA
GGAT 
miR16
6i 
AC195814 CTTCCAAGATTGCTTTGTCAGTCGT 
GTACAAACTATTCGCTTGCGTT
CA 
arf3a AC204859 CTAGGTTTTCCTACCGTTGCTCAG 
GACAAACATTGCGCGTCTATC
CTC 
tas3a AC211570 GCTCAGGAGGGATAGAAGGG TCTTTCCCACTACATGCAGGA 
ago1 AY110984 CTGCTGGTGTTGGGAATGTT GCTCTGCCTTAACAGCATCA 
tub6 
ubq 
L10633 
S94464 
ATGCTTGGCGTTTGAGGTTC 
TAAGCTGCCGATGTGCCTGCGTCG 
CACGTCGCTGTCAATTGCTT 
CTGAAAGACAGAACATAATGA
GCACA 
a Ma.    aMarker not mentioned in text 
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The rgd2-R mutation arose in a Mutator (Mu) transposon-mutagenized 
background (Henderson et al., 2005); the ago7 candidate gene was used as a probe in a 
DNA gel blot hybridization to search for a gene-specific Mu insertion in rgd2-R 
mutant plants.  As compared to the inbred lines Mo17 and B73, rgd2-R mutants 
contained an approximately 1.6-kbp insertion in the maize ago7-like gene (Figure 
2.2B and Figure 2.3).  Analyses of genomic PCR products obtained using an ago7-
specific primer and a degenerate Mu transposon primer (MuTIR) revealed the presence 
of a Mu5 (Talbert et al., 1989) transposon located 96-base pairs into the first intron of 
the rgd2-R allele of ago7.  Attempts to span the Mu5 insertion site using ago7-specific 
primers (F1 and R1) in reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) of cDNA derived from 
rgd2-R mutants failed (Figure 2.2C), suggesting that the Mu5 transposon is improperly 
spliced from ago7 transcripts of rgd2-R mutants.  RT-PCR analyses using an ago7-
specific primer (F1) and the MuTIR primer yielded an aberrant ago7 cDNA fragment 
in which the Mu5 terminus was spliced directly into the first exon of ago7, indicating 
that rgd2-R is a null mutation. 
Identification of three additional mutant alleles verified that rgd2 is an ago7-
like maize gene (Figure 2.2B).   Two alleles were obtained via EMS mutagenesis; 
rgd2-e1 conditions a severe phenotype and contains a canonical G to A transition at 
the last base pair of the second intron.  A predicted null allele, rgd2-e1 produces a 
mis-spliced transcript containing a premature stop codon that is predicted to eliminate 
the conserved PIWI domain of RGD2 (described below).  A second EMS allele with a 
relatively mild ragged seedling phenotype, rgd2-e2 contains a G to A transition in the 
third exon that is predicted to cause a glycine to aspartic acid missense substitution at 
amino acid 612 (Figure 2.2B). A fourth mutant allele, rgd2-Ds1, contains a ~1.5-kbp 
Dissociation (Ds) transposon insertion at base pair 3635 of the third exon.  In the W22  
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Figure 2.3. DNA gel-blot analysis of maize ago7.   
 
(A) Genomic DNA digested with BclI was hybridized to a 1.2-kbp fragment of maize 
ago.  A 1.6-kbp insertion is detected in the rgd2-R allele of ago7. 
(B) Map of the maize ago7 gene, showing location of BclI restriction sites, the 
location of the ago7probe (red underline) and PCR primers utilized to amplify this 
fragment, and the Mu5 insertion in the rgd2-R mutant allele.     
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inbred genetic background wherein rgd2-Ds1 arose, plants homozygous for this allele   
are shootless (Figure 2.2B).  Notably, the rgd2-R allele is also shootless when 
introgressed into W22 (data not shown).  The independent origin of these four rgd2 
mutations, all of which contain lesions in the ago7-like locus (GRMZM2G365589), 
verifies that rgd2 (GenBank Accession GQ918490) encodes an AGO7-like protein in 
maize. 
Like its homologs in Arabidopsis (AGO7/ZIP) and rice [SHOOT 
ORGANIZATION2/SHOOTLESS4 (SHO2/SHL4)], the rgd2 locus contains three 
exons and is predicted to encode a protein of 1032 amino acids (Hunter et al., 2003; 
Nagasaki et al.; 2007).  RGD2 shares 61% identity/76% similarity with AGO7/ZIP 
and 76% identity/85% similarity with SHO2/SHL4 (Figure 2.4).  RGD2 also contains 
the highly conserved PAZ domain (87.7% identity with SHO2, 62.3% identity with 
AGO7) and the PIWI domain (86.6% identity with SHO2, 69.0% identity with 
AGO7).  PAZ domains are important for recognizing the 3’ end of small RNAs, while 
PIWI domains function during endonucleolytic slicing of target transcripts (reviewed 
in Vaucheret, 2008). 
RGD2 is required for miR390 localization 
As an AGO7-like protein, RGD2 is predicted to regulate maize dorsiventral patterning 
via ta-siARF biogenesis (Figure 2.1; Nogueira et al., 2009).  In situ hybridization of 
seedling apices revealed that rgd2 transcript accumulation is not polarized (Figures 
2.5A and 2.5B).  Unlike the adaxial accumulation observed for ago7 orthologs from 
Arabidopsis and rice (Itoh et al., 2008; Chitwood et al., 2009), rgd2 transcripts are 
evenly accumulated throughout the adaxial and abaxial regions of the youngest leaf 
primordium (P0-P1) and weakly in the SAM.  In older leaf primordia (P2-P6), 
transcripts are localized to the margins and vascular bundles.  No transcript 
accumulation was detected using a rgd2 sense control (Figure 2.5C).       
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Figure 2.4. Amino acid alignment of RGD2, AGO7 and SHO2. 
 
Predicted amino acid sequences of Zea mays RGD2, Arabidopsis thaliana AGO7, and 
Oryza sativa SHO2 were aligned using ClustalW. RGD2 shares 61% overall identity 
with AGO7 and 76% overall identity with SHO2. Black boxes denote identical amino 
acids for a given position.  The blue bar marks the PAZ domain (87.7% identity with 
SHO2 and 62.3% identity with AGO7) and the red bar demarcates the PIWI domain 
(86.6% identity with SHO2 and 69.0% identity with AGO7). 
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Figure 2.5. In situ hybridization analysis of rgd2 and miR390 accumulation in rgd2 
mutants and wild type sibling apices. 
 
(A) and (B) Accumulation pattern of rgd2 in the shoot apical meristem (*) and leaf 
primordia (P1, P2, etc.). 
(A) Transverse wild type shoot apex. 
(B) Longitudinal wild type shoot apex. 
(C) Sense control for rgd2 
(D) to (G) Accumulation pattern of miR390.  
(D) Transverse wild type shoot apex. 
(E) Longitudinal wild type shoot apex. 
(F) Longitudinal rgd2-R shoot apices show ectopic miR390 expression throughout the 
shoot apical meristem crown and leaf primordia. 
(G) Longitudinal rgd2-e2 shoot apex. 
(H) An LNA probe for murine miR124e was used as a sense control for miR390 
accumulation. 
Bars = 100 µm; arrows point to areas of transcript accumulation. 
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Co-immunoprecipitation analyses in Arabidopsis showed that AGO7 
selectively interacts with miR390 (Montgomery et al., 2008).  Small RNA gel-blot 
hybridizations were utilized to analyze the effect of the rgd2-R mutation on miR390 
accumulation in maize shoot apices.  As shown in Figure 2.6A, miR390 levels are 
significantly elevated in rgd2-R mutant apices compared to wild type siblings.  In 
order to determine if the rgd2-R mutation affects the tissue specificity of miR390 
accumulation, locked-nucleic acid (LNA) probes complimentary to miR390 were 
utilized for in situ hybridizations of maize seedling shoot apices.  As previously 
described and shown in Figures 2.5D and 2.5E, miR390 accumulates in adaxial 
domains of wild type maize leaf primordia, but is not detected in the crown of the 
SAM (Nogueira et al., 2009).  Polarized accumulation of miR390 is maintained in the 
rgd2-R mutant leaf primordia, however, marked miR390 over-accumulation is 
observed in the crown of the rgd2-R mutant SAM as compared to wild type siblings 
(Figure 2.5F and Figure 2.7).  In contrast, miR390 accumulation in the weakly 
phenotypic rgd2-e2 mutant is similar to that observed in wild type apices; very little 
miR390 is detected within the SAM crown (Figure 2.5G).  An LNA probe 
complimentary to murine miR124e was used as a negative control for all LNA in situ 
hybridizations and no signal was detected in maize tissues (Figure 3H).   
RGD2 is required for ta-siARF biogenesis and regulation of arf3a transcripts  
AGO7 and miR390 are required to cleave the non-protein coding tas3 transcripts that 
serve as precursors to ta-siARFs, small RNAs that regulate arf3a transcript 
accumulation (Figure 2.1; Allen et al., 2005; Pekker et al., 2005; Hunter et al., 2006; 
Montgomery et al., 2008).  While mature ta-siARF transcripts are shown to 
accumulate adaxially in maize leaf primordia (Nogueira et al., 2007), the accumulation 
pattern of the tas3a precursor is undescribed.  Transcripts of miRNA precursor genes  
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Figure 2.6. Accumulation analyses of transcripts involved in the ta-siARF pathway. 
 
(A) Small RNA gel blot hybridization of miR390, miR166 and ta-siARF in wild type 
and rgd2-R shoot apices. 
(B) qRT-PCR analysis of arf3a and tas3a in laser-microdissected leaf primordia and 
shoot apical meristems from wild type and rgd2-R mutants.  Accumulation was 
normalized to ubq. Three biological replicates were used per experiment.  Error bars 
denote one standard error. 
(C) qRT-PCR analysis of miR166 precursors in laser-microdissected shoot apical 
meristems from wild type and rgd2-R mutants.  An ago1 paralogue (
1
GenBank 
Accession AY110984) was analyzed in wild type, rgd2-R mutant, and lbl1-ref mutant 
14-day old seedlings.  Accumulation was normalized to tub6. Each experiment used 
three biological replicates.  Error bars denote one standard error. 
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Figure 2.7.  Additional in situ hybridization analyses of miR390 accumulation in rgd2-
R mutant apices.  Bar = 100 μm.   
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are predicted to form a stem-loop secondary structure that prevents hybridization of 
probes complimentary to the 21-bp miRNA sequence contained within the precursor 
RNA.  Unlike miRNAs however, the tas3a transcript is not predicted to form 
secondary structure preventing the binding of a ta-siARF LNA probe to two 
complimentary sites found within the tas3a mRNA (Nogueira et al., 2007).  Thus, a 
probe complimentary to ta-siARF is also expected to hybridize to tas3a precursor 
transcripts.  As predicted, equivalent signals are detected in the abaxial regions of wild 
type leaf primordia following in situ hybridization to either a tas3a antisense probe or 
to a 16-bp LNA probe that is complimentary to the mature ta-siARF (Figures 2.8A-C).  
Previous studies revealed that precursor tas3a transcripts accumulate to much higher 
levels than mature ta-siARF (Allen et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2006). Taken together, these 
data suggest that the signal obtained following in situ hybridization of the ta-siARF 
LNA probe corresponds to tas3a precursor transcripts, which accumulate in abaxial 
leaf domains when RGD2 function is intact (Figure 2.8A-C); no accumulation is 
detected with a tas3a sense probe (Figure 2.8E).  In contrast, the ta-siARF LNA probe 
identifies tas3a precursor transcripts in both adaxial and abaxial domains of rgd2-R 
leaf primordia, wherein RGD2 function is mutated (Figure 2.8D).  These data suggest 
that tas3a transcripts initially accumulate throughout maize leaf primordia and are 
preferentially cleaved to generate ta-siARF in adaxial leaf domains by RGD2/miR390 
activity, whereupon intact tas3a transcripts persist in abaxial regions.      
Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) confirmed that tas3a transcripts over-
accumulate by 2.7-fold in rgd2-R mutant apices, and by 7.86-fold in rgd2-R leaf 
primordia (P1-P4) as compared to wild type siblings (Figure 2.6B).  Hyper-
accumulation of tas3a transcripts in rgd2-R apices may reflect inefficient processing 
of tas3a precursors into ta-siARF in the mutant shoots.  To test this hypothesis, the 
accumulation of ta-siARF in rgd2-R and wild type apices was compared using small  
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Figure 2.8. In situ hybridization analysis of tas3a and arf3a in wild type, rgd2-R and 
lbl1-rgd1 mutants. 
 
(A) Accumulation of tas3a in a wild type apex transverse section. 
(B) to (D) Accumulation pattern of a ta-siARF LNA probe. 
(B) Transverse section of a wild type apex is similar to that seen with a tas3a probe. 
(C) Longitudinal section of a wild type shoot apical meristem (*) and leaf primordia 
(P1, P2, etc.) 
(D) Longitudinal section of a rgd2-R mutant apex shows ectopic expression in the 
shoot apical meristem and the leaf primordia. 
(E) Sense control for tas3a. 
(F) to (H) Accumulation pattern of arf3a. 
(F) Longitudinal wild type apex exhibits accumulation in abaxial domains of leaf 
primordia. 
(G) Longitudinal rgd2-R mutant apex. arf3a accumulation is observed only in abaxial 
regions of leaf primordia. 
(H) Longitudinal lbl1-rgd1 mutant apex. arf3a accumulation remains abaxialized. 
(I) Sense control for arf3a.  
Bars = 100 µm.  Arrows point to areas of accumulation. 
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RNA gel-blot hybridization.  A 16-bp LNA probe complimentary to ta-siARF detects 
a small RNA of the expected size in total RNA extracted from wild type apices.  In 
contrast, ta-siARF hybridization is dramatically reduced in RNA derived from rgd2-R 
mutant shoot apices (Figure 2.6A). 
Proper biogenesis of ta-siARF is required to regulate arf3a accumulation levels 
in maize (Nogueira et al., 2007).  Therefore, it was expected that arf3a transcripts 
would also be elevated in rgd2-R mutants owing to the absence of ta-siARF.  Using 
cDNA prepared from laser microdissected (LM) SAM-P1 and leaf primordia (P1-P4) 
tissue, the accumulation of arf3a was examined by qRT-PCR.  As expected, arf3a 
transcript accumulation is elevated in rgd2-R mutant SAMs (7.81-fold) and leaf 
primordia (35.89-fold) (Figure 2.6B) as compared to wild type siblings.  
Whereas ARF3/ETT transcripts accumulate throughout leaf primordia in 
Arabidopsis, accumulation of ARF3/ETT protein is only detected in abaxial domains 
(Pekker et al., 2005; Chitwood et al., 2009).  In situ hybridization analyses of wild 
type shoot apices confirmed that arf3a transcripts in maize are preferentially 
abaxialized (Figure 2.8F), while no accumulation is detected using a sense probe 
(Figure 2.8I).  Unexpectedly, arf3a transcript accumulation remains abaxialized in 
rgd2-R mutant leaves (Figure 2.8G).  An equivalent arf3a accumulation pattern was 
also observed in lbl1-rgd1 mutants (Figure 2.8H), suggesting that ta-siARF biogenesis 
is not required to polarize arf3a accumulation within abaxial domains of maize leaf 
primordia.  
RGD2 regulates abaxial localization of miR166 
Previous studies have suggested that miR166 accumulation is negatively regulated by 
ta-siARF and/or positively regulated by ARF3a (Figure 2.1; Nogueira et al., 2007; 
Nogueira et al., 2009).  In lieu of these findings, the accumulation of miR166 
precursor loci was examined in rgd2-R mutant and wild type SAM-P1 tissue by LM-
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qRT-PCR.  Of the nine miR166 precursor loci identified in the maize genome, four 
(miR166a, miR166c, miR166h, and miR166i) were previously shown to exhibit 
abnormal transcript accumulation in lbl1 mutant shoots (Nogueira et al., 2007).  
However, the accumulation of these miR166 precursor transcripts is not significantly 
increased in rgd2-R mutant apices as compared to wild type siblings (Figure 2.6C).  In 
contrast, small RNA gel-blot hybridization reveals that the 21-bp mature miR166 
accumulates to approximately two-fold higher levels in rgd2-R mutant apices (Figure 
2.6A).  
The tissue-specific accumulation of mature miR166 was examined by in situ 
hybridization using a LNA probe.  In wild type apices miR166 accumulates in abaxial 
regions of young leaf primordia, but is excluded from the SAM and from the pith 
directly below the SAM (Juarez et al., 2004; Figure 2.9A).  Whereas lbl1 mutants 
accumulate miR166 throughout the abaxial and adaxial domains of young leaf 
primordia and below the SAM (Juarez et al., 2004; Nogueira et al., 2007), rgd2-R 
mutants also exhibit ectopic miR166 accumulation in adaxial leaf  domains but do not 
accumulate miR166 in the pith directly below the SAM (Figure 2.9B). 
Recent studies have shown that SGS3 is required for siRNA-directed cleavage of ago1 
transcripts in Arabidopsis (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2009).  Using cDNA from 14-day 
old maize seedlings, qRT-PCR was carried out in rgd2-R and lbl1-rgd1 mutant 
backgrounds.  In congruence with Arabidopsis, a maize ago1 paralog (GenBank 
Accession AY110984) accumulates nearly six-fold higher in lbl1-rgd1 mutants as 
compared to rgd2-R mutant and wild type plants (Figure 2.6C). 
Discussion 
rgd2 encodes AGO7 function in maize  
rgd2-R is a recessively-inherited mutant that is defective in mediolateral leaf 
development.  Mutant plants often have radial leaves that, unlike other radial leaf 
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Figure 2.9. In situ hybridization analysis of miR166 in wild type and rgd2-R mutants. 
 
(A) and (B) Accumulation of miR166 in shoot apices. 
(A) Longitudinal section of a wild type apex shows miR166 accumulation in abaxial 
regions of leaf primordia (indicated by arrows). 
(B) Longitudinal section of rgd2-R mutant apex shows ectopic accumulation of 
miR166 in adaxial regions of leaf primordia and the crown the the meristem (arrows). 
Bars = 50 µm. Asterisk (*) denotes shoot apical meristem. 
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mutants, maintain dorsiventral anatomy.  No net loss of adaxial or abaxial 
characteristics is observed in rgd2-R mutant leaves (Henderson et al., 2005).  The rgd2 
gene is identified as an ago7-like gene (GRMZM2G365589) using a positional 
cloning approach; several non-complementing ago7 mutant alleles were isolated to  
verify the identity of rgd2 (Figures 2.2A and 2.2B).  The rgd2-R reference allele 
harbors a Mu5 transposable element within intron 1, and RT-PCR analyses of rgd2-R 
mutants fail to amplify wild type transcripts that span the exon 1-exon 2 boundary 
(Figure 2.2C).  These data suggest that rgd2-R is a null allele.  In Arabidopsis AGO7 
is implicated in the formation of ta-siARFs, which are required to down-regulate the 
abaxial identity factors arf3 and arf4 (Allen et al., 2005; Pekker et al., 2005; Hunter et 
al., 2006).  As predicted for a null allele of ago7, rgd2-R mutants are defective in ta-
siARF biogenesis (Figure 2.6A) and show a concomitant increase in arf3a transcript 
accumulation (Figure 2.6B). 
RGD2 is required to localize miR390 in maize shoot apices 
Elegant and detailed co-immunoprecipitation analyses in Arabidopsis demonstrated 
that AGO7 forms a RISC exclusively with miR390 (Montgomery et al., 2008).  
Although the accumulation of rgd2 and miR390 transcripts overlaps in young leaf 
primordia and developing vasculature, miR390 is adaxial (Noguiera et al., 2007; 
Figures 2.5D and 2.5E) whereas rgd2 accumulation is apolar (Figures 2.5A and 2.5B).  
Adaxial accumulation of miR390 is maintained in rgd2-R mutant leaf primordia, 
however marked over-accumulation of miR390 is observed within the crown of the 
mutant SAM (Figures 2.5F, 2.6A, and 2.7).   
Layer-specific LM-qRT-PCR has shown that maize miR390 precursor 
transcripts are expressed in the outer cell layer (L1) of the SAM, but not in the L2 
(Nogueira et al., 2009).  Intriguingly, in situ hybridizations detect mature miR390 
accumulation in both the L1 and L2 (Nogueira et al., 2009; Figure 2.5E).  One 
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possible explanation for this phenomenon is that miR390 precursor transcripts are 
processed more rapidly in the L2 than the L1; a second proposal is that mature 
miR390 is mobile and traffics from the L1 to the L2.  Although ta-siRNAs are shown 
to act non-cell autonomously (Chitwood et al., 2009), several studies examining the 
localization of artificial miRNAs and miRNAs with non-native promoters concluded 
that miRNAs act cell-autonomously (Schwab et al., 2006; Alvarez et al., 2006; Tretter 
et al., 2008).  Still other studies have suggested that miR166 and miR390 may traffic 
in the shoot apex (Juarez et al., 2004; Kidner and Martienssen, 2004; Nogueira et al., 
2009).  Our analyses of differential rgd2 mutant alleles support a scenario wherein 
miR390 acts non-cell autonomously, and RGD2 functions to restrict its mobility into 
the crown of the maize shoot apex.  
 The conserved PAZ domains of AGO proteins recognize and bind the 3’ ends 
of small RNAs (Ma et al., 2004; Lingel et al.; 2004; Hutvagner and Simard, 2008).  
The unspliced Mu insertion in rgd2-R transcripts is expected to disrupt or eliminate the 
PAZ domain from RGD2, thereby preventing the binding of miR390, which over-
accumulates ectopically in the rgd2-R mutant SAM crown (Figure 2.5F).  In contrast, 
rgd2-e2 mutants harbor a point mutation in the PIWI domain that causes a missense 
amino acid substitution; the PAZ domain is predicted to be unaltered (Figure 2.2B).  
Unlike rgd2-R mutants, rgd2-e2 mutants do not show ectopic miR390 over-
accumulation within the SAM crown (Figure 2.5G).  Likewise, miR390 accumulation 
is unchanged in lbl1 mutants (Noguiera et al., 2009), indicating that ta-siARF function 
is not required for proper localization of miR390.  Taken together, these data suggest 
that an intact PAZ domain is correlated with normal miR390 accumulation in the 
maize SAM.  We speculate that RGD2 is required to bind miR390 and restrict it from 
trafficking into the crown of the SAM (Figure 2.10).  
Polarized degradation of tas3a is patterned by localization of miR390  
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Figure 2.10. Revised model for the role of small regulatory RNAs in dorsiventral 
patterning.  
 
rgd2 is the maize homolog of Arabidopsis ago7 and is required to regulate miR390 
accumulation and localization in the maize shoot apex.  RGD2 and LBL1/SGS3 are 
both required to regulate miR166 accumulation levels.  Like LBL1, RGD2 is required 
to properly localize miR166, suggesting miR166 polarization requires ta-siARF 
function.  Although rgd2 mutants over accumulate miR166 and arf3a, miR166 is 
properly localized, resulting in no net loss of dorsiventral patterning in rgd2 mutants.  
However in lbl1 mutants, the ectopic accumulation of miR166 combined with the 
hyper-accumulation of ago1 may account for the abaxialized mutant leaf phenotype.  
Abbreviations as described in Figure 1.   
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An in situ hybridization probe that recognizes tas3a precursor transcripts was used to 
determine their accumulation pattern in wild type shoot apices (Figure 2.6A).  Wild 
type apices showed tas3a accumulation only in abaxial regions of leaf primordia, 
which is consistent with the biogenesis and function of ta-siARF in adaxial domains.   
An equivalent in situ hybridization signal is detected using a 16-bp LNA probe, which 
contains two complimentary sites in the tas3a transcript (Figures 2.8B and 2.8C).  In 
lieu of previous analyses revealing that ta-siARF accumulates to lower levels than 
most miRNAs (Allen et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2006), these data strongly suggest that the 
signals obtained with the ta-siARF LNA probe are derived from tas3a transcript 
accumulation, not ta-siARF accumulation.  
Unlike wild type siblings, ta-siARF LNA in situ hybridization analyses of 
rgd2-R mutants detect tas3a accumulation throughout the abaxial and adaxial domains 
of mutant leaf primordia (Figure 2.8D).  These data suggest that the failure to process 
tas3a precursor transcripts into mature ta-siARF results in the ectopic accumulation of 
intact tas3a transcripts in rgd2-R mutant primordia.  Both the overabundance of tas3a 
transcripts and the failure to detect ta-siARF in rgd2 mutant shoots support this 
hypothesis (Figures 2.6A and 2.6B).  AGO7 and miR390 are both required to cleave 
tas3a and begin the process of ta-siARF biogenesis (Montgomery et al., 2008).  
Although rgd2 accumulation is not polarized, miR390 is restricted to adaxial domains 
of maize leaf primordia (Figures 2.5A-D).  These data indicate that the abaxial 
accumulation pattern of tas3a in wild type leaves is patterned by the adaxial 
expression of miR390, not by RGD2 per se.  By the same token, the ectopic tas3a 
accumulation observed in adaxial domains of rgd2-R mutant leaf primordia is the 
likely result of failure to incorporate previously adaxialized miR390 into a functional 
RISC that normally converts tas3a into ta-siARF.  
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Up-regulation of both arf3a and miR166 is insufficient to confer an abaxialized 
leaf phenotype in maize  
ARF3/ETT is an abaxial identity factor in Arabidopsis (Pekker et al., 2005), although 
the absence of arf3 mutants and/or ta-siARF insensitive lines has hindered analyses of 
ARF3 function in maize.  Arf3a accumulation is detected in abaxial regions of wild 
type maize (Figure 2.8F).  Although the rgd2-R mutation confers marked over-
accumulation of arf3a in the SAM and in young leaf primordia (Figure 2.6B), the 
accumulation pattern remains abaxialized (Figure 2.8G) and dorsiventral polarity is 
maintained in mutant radial leaves (Henderson et al., 2005).  A similar pattern of 
abaxialized arf3a over-accumulation is observed in lbl1-rgd1 mutants, which are also 
defective in ta-siARF biogenesis (Figure 2.8H).  Therefore, like the adaxialized 
expression of miR390, the abaxial accumulation of arf3a transcripts is regulated 
independently of ta-siARF biogenesis.  Moreover, rgd2-R mutants retain dorsiventral 
leaf polarity (Henderson et al., 2005), suggesting that ta-siARF biogenesis is not an 
essential requirement for leaf polarity in maize.  
Over-expression of a ta-siARF-insensitive arf3/ett transcript recapitulates the zip-
2/ago7 mutant phenotype in Arabidopsis (Hunter et al., 2006), which might suggest 
that the rgd2-R mutant phenotype is conditioned entirely by arf3a over-accumulation.  
However, mutations in orthologous ta-siARF biogenesis genes condition disparate 
phenotypes in maize and Arabidopsis (Mourrain et al., 2000; Hunter et al., 2003; 
Peragine et al., 2004; Timmermans et al., 1998; Henderson et al., 2005), and in the 
absence of a maize ta-siARF insensitive line this hypothesis remains quite speculative.  
On the other hand, the lack of abaxialized leaf phenotypes in rgd2 mutants clearly 
indicates that arf3a over-accumulation alone is not sufficient to disrupt dorsiventral 
leaf patterning in maize. 
LBL1 encodes the maize SGS3 (Nogueira et al., 2007), and is thereby 
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predicted to function directly downstream of RGD2 during ta-siARF biogenesis 
(Figure 2.1).  Unlike rgd2 mutants however, lbl1 mutations confer severe disruptions 
in dorsiventral patterning and abaxialized, radial leaf phenotypes (Timmermans et al., 
1998; reviewed in Chitwood et al., 2007).  Furthermore instead of epistasis, rgd2;lbl1 
double mutants display synergistic shootless phenotypes, which suggest that RGD2 
and/or LBL1 perform non-overlapping functions outside of ta-siARF biogenesis 
(Henderson et al., 2006).  Similar to lbl1 and the rice ago7 mutant sho2, rgd2-R 
mutant shoot apices exhibit ectopic over-accumulation of miR166 in adaxial leaf 
domains, although lbl1 also accumulates ectopic miR166 at the base of the SAM 
(Nogueira et al., 2007; Nagasaki et al., 2007; Figure 2.8B; Figure 2.9B).  As such, our 
findings are consistent with suggested models wherein ta-siARF negatively regulates 
the expression of the abaxial-determinant miR166 (Figure 2.1; Nogueira et al., 2007, 
Nagasaki et al., 2007; Nogueira et al., 2009).  Thus, despite the fact that rgd2 and lbl1 
mutants both over-express arf3a and ectopically accumulate miR166, they condition 
disparate leaf phenotypes.  These data, when considered in light of the synergistic 
rgd2;lbl1 double mutant phenotype, strongly suggest that LBL1 performs additional 
functions contributing to maize leaf polarity, outside of the ta-siARF biogenesis 
pathway.  
  In addition to its role during ta-siARF biogenesis, Arabidopsis SGS3 is also 
required for production of ago1 siRNAs that down-regulate the accumulation of ago1 
mRNA in conjunction with miR168 (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2009).  Unlike AGO7, 
AGO1 binds numerous miRNA species, including miR166.  Our data demonstrate that 
lbl1-ref mutants over-accumulate an ago1 paralog, whereas rgd2-R mutants do not 
(Figure 2.6C).  Recent studies have shown that a maize ago1-like transcript 
accumulates in a gradient within leaf primordia, with higher accumulation in adaxial 
domains (Brooks et al., 2009).  Intriguingly, miR166 accumulates ectopically in 
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adaxial leaf domains of lbl1 mutants, in a pattern that overlaps with ago1 
accumulation.  We propose that up-regulation of ago1 in lbl1 mutants (Figure 2.6C), 
in conjunction with the ectopic over-accumulation of miR166, may result in enhanced 
post-transcriptional degradation of adaxial identity factor hd-zip III genes.  This 
increase in miR166 activity may explain why lbl1 mutants lose adaxial identity, while 
rgd2 mutants do not.  Additionally, Arabidopsis SGS3 functions during viral defense 
and in additional siRNA pathways besides ta-siRNA biosynthesis (Mourrain et al., 
2000; Peragine et al., 2004; Borsani et al., 2005).  We propose a revised model (Figure 
2.10) wherein additional functions of LBL1 outside of ta-siARF biogenesis contribute 
to the abaxialized phenotypes observed in lbl1 mutants and to the synergistic, 
shootless phenotype seen in rgd2;lbl1 double mutants (Henderson et al., 2006). 
  The interplay of several small RNAs is critical to the dorsiventral patterning of 
maize leaves (reviewed in Kidner and Timmermans, 2007; Chitwood et al., 2007).  
Future studies probing the mechanisms of miR390 polarization and its RGD2-
mediated localization will enhance our understanding of the role of regulatory RNAs 
during leaf development.  In addition, identification and analyses of arf3a mutants in 
maize may help decipher the convergent and divergent mechanisms by which ta-
siARF regulates the development of monocots and eudicot shoots. 
Methods 
Plant Materials 
The rgd2-R mutation arose in a Mutator transposon line (Henderson et al., 2005), and 
was introgressed into the maize inbred Mo17 genetic background for at least four-to-
five generations to generate the mapping population utilized in this study.  Primers for 
novel molecular markers developed during this study are listed in Table 2.1.  
Ethylmethylsulfonate (EMS)-mutagenized Mo17 pollen was crossed onto rgd2-
R heterozygous individuals to obtain additional mutant alleles of rgd2 as described 
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(Neuffer, 1993).  One EMS allele, rgd2-e1, was identified in a non-complementation 
screen of ~6200 F1 plants.  However, the rgd2-R/rgd2-e1 heterozygous plant was 
seedling lethal and the lesion was not recoverable for further genetic analyses. An 
additional mutant allele of rgd2, rgd2-e2, was obtained via screens of ~3000 M2 
EMS-mutagenized families in the B73 inbred background.  An M2 family segregated 
a filamentous leaf phenotype and was mapped to bin 1.04 using bulk segregant 
analyses.  The rgd2-Ds1allele was identified in a large-scale transposon mutagenesis 
program utilizing the transposons Activator and Dissociation (Ahern et al., 2009).  
Analyses of the lbl1-rgd1 allele were performed in the Mo17 genetic background.  
In situ hybridizations 
Samples from 14 day seedlings were fixed, processed, sectioned and hybridized to 
gene specific probes as described (Jackson, 1991) with modifications as described 
(Juarez et al., 2004).  Double-digoxigenin (DIG) labeled LNA probes complimentary 
to miR390, miR166, and ta-siARF were purchased from Exiqon (Vedbaek, Denmark).  
Five picomoles of LNA probe were used per slide; hybridizations were performed at 
50°C and washes were performed at 55°C.  The rgd2 and tas3a probes (Table 2.1) 
were DIG-labeled (Roche) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  All samples were 
imaged on a Zeiss Axio Imager Z1m microscope (Thornwood, New York) using a 
five-megapixel Zeiss AxioCam MRc5 (Thornwood, New York) and AxioVision 
Release 4.6 software.  
Small RNA Blot Hybridization 
MiRNA blots were performed as described (Allen et al., 2004).  Fifteen hand-
dissected apices (shoot apex plus six leaf primordia) were pooled for each wild type 
and rgd2-R mutant sample; RNA was extracted using the TRIzol lysis method and 
prepared for Northern transfer as described (Fu et al., 2002).  Approximately 20 μg of 
total RNA was loaded per lane. Twenty-one base pair oligonucleotide probes 
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complimentary to miR390 and miR166 were end-labeled with 
32
P.  Double-DIG 
labeled LNA ta-siARF probes were as described above.  Hybridizations and washes 
were performed at 42°C. 
qRT-PCR 
SAM or leaf primordia (P1-P4) tissue was harvested by laser microdissection, and 
cDNA was synthesized from amplified RNA as described in Zhang et al. (2007).  
Gene-specific primers were designed (Table 2.1) for use with SYBR-Green (Quanta) 
in qRT-PCR as described (Zhang et al., 2007).  Three biological replicates were 
examined, and samples were normalized to beta-6 tubulin (accession L10633) or 
ubiquitin (accession S94464) expression as described using Bio-Rad iQ5 Version 1.0 
software (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001; Zhang et al., 2007). 
Accession Numbers 
Sequence data can be found in the GenBank data library under the following accession 
numbers: BAC c0230J20 (AC206196), rgd2 (GQ918490). 
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Introduction 
Leaves are initiated by the shoot apical meristem (SAM) and possess three 
main axes of development: proximodistal (base to tip), mediolateral (midrib to 
margin) and dorsiventral or adaxial/abaxial (upper and lower surfaces).  Maize (Zea 
mays) leaves have distinct adaxial and abaxial tissue types and the leaves are flattened 
in the mediolateral axis to increase surface area for light capture and gas exchange.  
Several mutants have been identified in Antirrhinum majus, maize and Arabidopsis 
thaliana that condition radially symmetric leaves lacking either adaxial or abaxial 
identities (Waites and Hudson, 1995; Timmermans et al., 1998; McConnell et al., 
2001).  Examination of these radial leaf mutants has led to a model whereby the 
juxtaposition of adaxial and abaxial tissue types is required for mediolateral leaf 
development (Waites and Hudson, 1995; Timmermans et al., 1998; Candela et al., 
2008).  However, this model fails to explain phenotypes associated with ragged 
seedling2 (rgd2), which has radially symmetric leaves that maintain adaxial and 
abaxial tissue types (Henderson et al., 2005).            
Rgd2 encodes an ARGONAUTE7 (AGO7)-like protein that is required for 
biogenesis of a trans-acting small interfering RNA (ta-siRNA) termed ta-siARF 
(Douglas et al., submitted; Chapter 2).  The production of ta-siARF is a plant specific 
process that utilizes microRNA (miRNA) and ta-siRNA biogenesis components (Allen 
et al., 2005).  ta-siARF production begins with the cleavage of a non-protein coding 
tas3a transcript by an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) comprised of miR390 
and RGD2/AGO7 (Allen et al., 2005; Adenot et al, 2006; Fahlgren et al., 2006; 
Douglas et al., submitted).  Rather than being degraded, as would happen to most 
transcripts cleaved by a RISC, the cleavage product is stabilized and converted into 
double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) in a process that requires LEAFBLADELESS1 
(LBL1)/SUPPRESSOR-OF-GENE-SILENCING3 and RNA-DEPENDANT RNA 
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POLYMERASE6 (Allen et al., 2005; Nogueira et al., 2007).  The dsRNA undergoes 
phased cleavage by DICER-LIKE4 to yield 21-nucleotide mature ta-siARFs (Allen et 
al., 2005).          
 In Arabidopsis and maize, ta-siARF forms a RISC with AGO1 to target 
transcripts of auxin response factor3/ettin (arf3/ett) for degradation (Peragine et al., 
2004; Allen et al., 2005; Nogueira et al., 2007; Montgomery et al., 2008).  Although 
arf3a and ta-siARF have been described as polarity determinants (Pekker et al., 2005; 
Garcia et al., 2006; Fahlgren et al., 2006; Nogueira et al., 2007; Nogueira et al., 2009), 
their specific roles in maize leaf development are unclear (Douglas et al., submitted).  
In non-mutant maize, arf3a accumulates in abaxial regions of leaf primordia (Douglas 
et al., submitted).  Surprisingly, arf3a still accumulates abaxially in rgd2 and lbl1 
mutants, which are deficient in ta-siARF biogenesis (Douglas et al., submitted).  These 
findings suggest that arf3a transcripts are polarized independently of the ta-siARF 
biogenesis pathway. 
 Although RGD2 functions to create ta-siARF, downstream effects of the ta-
siARF biogenesis pathway remain unknown.  Given that the roles of ta-siARF and 
arf3a in maize leaf development are unclear at present; more investigation is required 
to elucidate their functions.  In order to identify possible downstream functions for the 
ta-siARF biogenesis pathway, a microarray hybridization analysis of SAM-enriched 
maize cDNAs was performed utilizing laser microdissected (LM) tissue to compare 
transcript accumulation in non-mutant and rgd2 mutant apices (X. Zhang and M. 
Scanlon,  unpublished data).  Approximately 200 transcripts displayed differential 
accumulation in rgd2 mutant apices, and one particular gene with greatly reduced 
accumulation in rgd2 (AC211276.4_FG008) was initially selected for functional 
analysis (X. Zhang and M. Scanlon, unpublished data). 
 Transcripts for AC211276.4_FG008 accumulate in the developing vasculature, 
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and appears to predict the eventual location of vascular bundles in the P1 leaf 
primordium (X. Zhang and M. Scanlon, unpublished data).  The accumulation pattern 
is similar but greatly reduced in rgd2 mutants, until the P5 leaf primordium.  
Interestingly, the accumulation pattern appears equivalent in rgd2 mutant and non-
mutants starting in the P6 leaf primordium.  As AC211276.4_FG008 shows no 
homology to known genes, it was named punctate vascular expression1 (pve1) based 
on its accumulation pattern.  A PCR-based reverse genetics technique was utilized to 
identify two independently derived, non-complimenting Mutator (Mu) transposon 
alleles of pve1 (X. Zhang, P. Schnable, and M. Scanlon, unpublished data).  Both 
mutant alleles of pve1 exhibit a variety of leaf defects including narrow leaves, half 
leaves, split leaves, and some ectopic leaves (J. Strable and M. Scanlon, unpublished 
data; Figure 3.1).   
 The identification of pve1 has provided an opportunity to examine a potential 
downstream mediator of RGD2 function.  Here, we describe the coding region and 
structure of the non-mutant and mutant alleles of pve1.  We verified the down 
regulation of pve1 transcripts in rgd2 mutant leaf primordia by quantitative reverse-
transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR), and demonstrate that pve1 is also downregulated by 
mutation in the downstream ta-siARF biosynthesis gene lbl1.  We also examined the 
accumulation of several transcripts implicated in dorsiventral patterning of maize 
leaves in pve1 mutants, and propose a working model for PVE function during maize 
leaf development.  Finally, to investigate potential downstream transcriptional effects 
of ta-siARF biogenesis, we coupled laser microdissection with Illumina RNA 
sequencing to search for differential accumulation of potential target genes with 
predicted complimentarity to microRNA 390 (miR390), miR166 and/or ta-siARF, the 
small RNAs that are known to be regulated by RGD2 function. 
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Figure 3.1. pve1-R mutant phenotype.  
 
The pve1-R mutant phenotype is characterized by smaller stature, narrow leaves, half 
leaves, split leaves and occasional ectopic leaf outgrowths.  Bar = 1 cm. 
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Results 
The maize gene AC211276.4_FG008 (Maize Sequence Release 4a.53, October 
2009) was identified via a microarray hybridization analysis of SAM-enriched cDNAs 
(X. Zhang and M. Scanlon, unpublished data).  Owing to its unique in situ 
hybridization signal, AC211276.4_FG008 was renamed punctate vacular expression1 
(pve1).  A PCR-based reverse genetics technique identified two independent, non-
complimentary Mu transposon alleles of pve1.  Previously, a Mu8-like transposon in 
base pair 684 of the pve1 gene was found to be segregating in families harboring the 
pve1-M2 allele (J. Strable and M. Scanlon, unpublished data).  Sequence analyses of 
plants homozygous for the pve1-R allele were found to contain a Mu1-like element 
inserted at base pair 614 of the coding region of pve1 (Figure 3.2A).  As this insertion 
is located within the lone exon of pve1, pve1-R is predicted to be a null allele.  BLAST 
(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool; Altschul et al., 1990) revealed that the pve1 
locus is on chromosome 5; a paralogous gene (GRMZM2G324273) displaying 95% 
nucleotide identity within the predicted coding region is located on chromosome 1.  
The pve1 transcript comprises an unusually long 5’-UTR (untranslated region), a 
single exon, and a 3’-UTR interrupted by a single intron (FIGURE 3.2), and is 
predicted to encode a protein of 360 amino acids with no homology to proteins of 
known function.   
In order to corroborate the microarray hybridization data, LM-qRT-PCR 
analysis of non-mutant and rgd2-R mutant shoot apices was performed.  As shown in 
Figure 3.3, pve1 transcript accumulation is reduced in rgd2-R mutant P1-P4 leaf 
primordia to 0.14-fold the level detected in non-mutant siblings.  Interestingly, pve1 
also only accumulates to 0.54-fold in lbl1 mutant whole seedlings as compared to  
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Figure 3.2. pve1 gene structure. 
 
(A) pve1 has a 317-bp 5’-UTR (gray box) followed by a single 1083-bp exon (blue 
box).  The exon is followed by a spliced 113-bp 3’-UTR (gray box).  The pve-R allele 
contains a Mutator1-like (Mu1) element inserted at bp 614 of the coding region. 
 (B) An EST (accession EE186754) suggests that the 5’-UTR of pve1 may extend at 
least 763-bp upstream of the coding region. 
(C) One splice variant of pve1 does not excise an intron in the 3’-UTR, resulting in a 
3’-UTR that is 535-bp long. 
(D) Rice gene models for LOC_Os03g44580, the closest rice (Oryza sativa) homolog 
to pve1. Image from: http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/cgi-
bin/ORF_infopage.cgi?orf=13103.m04799 
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Figure 3.3 qRT-PCR of pve1 in rgd2 and lbl1 mutants. 
 
The accumulation levels of punctate vascular expression1 (pve1) was examined in 
ragged seedling2 (rgd2) and leafbladeless1 (lbl1) mutants.  The accumulation of pve1 
is diminished in both rgd2 and lbl1 mutants.  For rgd2, RNA was harvested by using 
laser-microdissection (LM) of the first four leaf primordia (P1-P4) in rgd2 mutants 
and non-mutant (NM) siblings.  For lbl1, RNA was extracted from 14 day old whole 
seedlings.  Three biological replicates were used per genotype and all replicates were 
normalized to ubiquitin accumulation.  Error bars represent one standard error.  
 
 
 
 
 
non-mutant siblings (Figure 3.3).  Several transcripts (arf3a, tas3a, rolled leaf1 (rld1), 
kanadi2 (kan2), ago1, lbl1 and pve1) that are implicated in establishing maize leaf 
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dorsiventral polarity (Henderson et al., 2006; Nogueira et al., 2007; Douglas et al., 
submitted) were examined via qRT-PCR analyses of pve1-R mutants to help elucidate 
the role of PVE1 in maize leaf development.  Generally, rld1, arf3a, tas3 and lbl1 
transcripts accumulate to lower levels in pve1-R mutants, while ago1 transcript levels 
are increased over two-fold (Figure 3.4).  Transcript accumulation for kan2 is 
essentially unaltered in pve1-R mutants, while pve1 accumulation is slightly lower in 
pve1-R mutants as compared to non-mutant siblings (Figure 3.4).   
Although microarray hybridization analyses open many research possibilities, 
the technique does have some limitations.  Microarrays are prone to type II error (false 
negatives) and may not efficiently detect rare transcripts (Hatfield et al., 2003).  
Moreover, microarrays are a closed system in that the derived data is limited to genes 
contained on the gene chip.  For example, the SAM gene chips (Ohtsu et al., 2007) 
utilized in the rgd2 LM-microarray analyses contained only ~20,000 unique maize 
cDNAs (X. Zhang and M. Scanlon, unpublished data), therefore more than one third 
of the maize Filtered Gene Set (FGS; ~ 30,000 genes; Schnable et al., 2009) was 
unrepresented.  In contrast, Illumina RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) has the ability to 
detect very rare transcripts and is an open system that is not limited by a 
predetermined list of transcripts.  In essence, our previous microarray hybridization 
may have failed to identify changes in the accumulation of known or predicted targets 
of ta-siARF, miR390 and/or miR166, either due to low transcript abundance or their 
absence from the SAM cDNA gene chips.  Therefore, amplified RNA from laser-
microdissected shoot apices was used for Illumina RNA sequencing to compare rgd2 
mutants to non-mutant siblings (Figure 3.5).  A list of all predicted targets for ta-
siARF, miR390 and miR166 within the maize FGS was generated by Zhang et al.  
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Figure 3.4. qRT-PCR of leaf development genes in pve1-R mutants. 
 
Several genes involved in establishing maize leaf dorsiventral polarity were examined 
in pve1-R mutants.  Three biological replicates were used for each genotype and all 
samples were normalized to 18s rRNA.  Bars represent one standard error. 
 
pve1: punctate vascular expression1; lbl1: leafbladeless1; rld1: rolled leaf1; kan2: 
kanadi2; arf3a: auxin response factor3a; ago1: argonaute1 
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Figure 3.5 Apical regions captured by laser-microdissection for Illumina RNA 
sequencing. 
 
The shoot apical meristem and first two leaf primordia were captured from non-mutant 
(NM) and ragged seedling2 (rgd2) mutant apices.  Three or four individual apices 
were pooled for each biological sample and approximately 1 mm
2
 of tissue was 
captured per sample. 
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(2009).  Identification of differential expression of any predicted target genes and their 
subsequent verification by qRT- PCR and 5' rapid amplification of cDNA ends 
(RACE) will be performed by co-authors in the Scanlon laboratory, and will not be 
included as part of this dissertation. 
Discussion 
Laser-microdissection microarray analyses identified pve1 as a gene of 
unknown function that is down-regulated in rgd2 mutant shoot apices (X. Zhang and 
M. Scanlon, unpublished data).  qRT-PCR of microdissected P1-P4 leaf primordia 
confirmed that pve1 accumulates in rgd2-R mutants to approximately 15% of the level 
observed in non-mutant siblings (Figure 3.3).   The pve1 gene has one exon that 
encodes a 360 amino acid protein of unknown function.  The 5’-UTR of pve1 is at 
least 317-bp in length, and may contain as many as 763-bp (Figure 3.2B).  The 3’-
UTR may undergo alternative splicing; some splice variants contain a 3’-UTR of 113-
bp split by a 422-bp intron, while other variants do not splice out the intron and simply 
have a 535-bp 3’-UTR (Figure 3.2A and 3.2C).  The long 5’-UTR may reflect a need 
for pve1 to be rapidly and effectively translated (Fu et al., 2002), although additional 
experiments would be necessary to confirm this hypothesis.  The observed pve1 cDNA 
splice variants are similar to those found in its closest rice (Oryza sativa) homolog, 
LOC_Os03g44580 (Figure 3.2D).  A Mu1-like insertion was verified in the lone exon 
in pve1-R mutants (Figure 3.2A) by utilizing a Mu terminal inverted repeat primer 
with a pve1 specific primer.  The identification of this mutant allele permitted a 
molecular genetic analysis of the loss of PVE1 function in maize. 
In addition to having reduced accumulation in rgd2-R mutants, pve1 also has 
reduced accumulation in lbl1-R mutants (Figure 3.3), which suggests that pve1 is 
regulated by ta-siARF, arf3a, or another downstream target of the ta-siARF biogenesis 
pathway rather than directly by RGD2 function.  Several genes known to be involved 
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in the establishment of maize leaf dorsiventral polarity were examined using qRT-
PCR in pve1-R mutants (Figure 3.4) and the resulting data were used to construct a 
working model for PVE1 function (Figure 3.6A).  The down-regulation of lbl1 and the 
up-regulation of ago1 corroborate findings that LBL1 function is required to restrict 
ago1 accumulation (Figure 3.4; Douglas et al., submitted).  The reduction of lbl1and 
tas3a transcripts in pve1-R mutants suggests that PVE1 function promotes the ta-
siARF pathway, which in turn promotes the accumulation of pve1 (Figure 3.6B).  
Interestingly, pve1 promotes the accumulation of arf3a, which is repressed by the ta-
siARF pathway (Figure 3.6B).  These findings suggest a complex feedback loop 
regulating both the ta-siARF pathway and pve1.   ARF3a may down-regulate pve1, 
which in turn promotes arf3a in a negative feedback loop.  The reduction of rld1 
transcripts in pve1-R mutants could be a result of increased miR166 levels or 
increased miR166 activity due to elevated ago1 and reduced lbl1 levels.  Additional 
experiments are required to elucidate the connection between the ta-siARF pathway 
and the accumulation of miR166 (Figure 3.6A).  
Finally, Illumina RNA sequencing of aRNA derived from laser-microdissected 
rgd2 mutant and non-mutant sibling apices (SAM-P2 leaf primordia; Figure 3.5) was 
performed to examine the regulation of known and predicted downstream, small-RNA 
targets of the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway.  If any of the targets are mis-regulated in 
rgd2 mutants, they may become investigated with future reverse genetics approaches 
to further examine downstream effects of the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway on maize 
leaf development.   
Materials 
Plant Materials 
The pve1-R mutant allele arose in Mu active lines of a mixed pedigree.  The pve1-R 
allele has been introgressed into the B73 inbred line for two generations. 
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Figure 3.6. Proposed model for PVE1 function. 
 
(A) Based on qRT-PCR data, a model is proposed whereby PVE1 functions 
downstream of RGD2.  PVE1 is hypothesized to promote the accumulation of lbl1, ta-
siARF, arf3a and rld1 while repressing the accumulation of ago1.  The ta-siARF 
pathway is highlighted in yellow. Dashed lines represent putative interactions. 
(B) A simplified model from part A.  The ta-siARF pathway inhibits ARF3a 
accumulation and promotes PVE1, which in turn positively regulates the ta-siARF 
pathway and ARF3a.  
 
RGD2: RAGGED SEEDLING2; RDR6: RNA-DEPENDANT RNA 
POLYMERASE6; DCL4: DICER-LIKE4; LBL1: LEAFBLADELESS1; AGO1: 
ARGONAUTE1; PVE1: PUNCTATE VASCULAR EXPRESSION1; ARF3a: 
AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR3a; RLD1: ROLLED LEAF1; miR166: microRNA 
166 
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Table 3.1. Primers used in this study 
pve1 primers 
Primer Set Forward Primer Reverse Primer Product Size 
Coding  GTGATCCAAGAGGCCGCAG CCAGAATGCAACAGATTCCCA 1592-bp 
5’ UTR CCTTCGGTTATCTGAGCTGC AGAGGAGGAGAGGATGGCTC 489-bp 
3’ UTR CCCACACATGTATGAGCCTG CCTGAAACAAGGAGAGGACG 857-bp 
qRT-PCR primers 
Locus Accession  Forward Primer Reverse Primer 
pve1 DN223697 CCCACACATGTATGAGCCTG ACTCAGGAGAAAACTTGCGG 
arf3a AC204859 CTAGGTTTTCCTACCGTTGCTCAG GACAAACATTGCGCGTCTATCCTC 
tas3a AC211570 GCTCAGGAGGGATAGAAGGG TCTTTCCCACTACATGCAGGA 
rld1 AY501430 CGAAGAGTGTTCCTGAAGTGCTT GCGCAGTGCCACAGTAGTCA 
kan2 CO520143 CTGGGTGTGGTGCAAGAA CACAACGACCACCACCATCAG 
ago1 AY110984 CTGCTGGTGTTGGGAATGTT  GCTCTGCCTTAACAGCATCA  
lbl1 DQ832257 GCATAAGCCAGATACCTTCGAG ACATCTACAGACTGTCCAGGCA 
18s 
rRNA 
AF168884 CTGTCGGCCAAGGCTATAGACT TCTGTGATGCCCTTAGATGTTCTG 
ubq S94464 TAAGCTGCCGATGTGCCTGCGTCG 
CTGAAAGACAGAACATAATGAGCA
CA 
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qRT-PCR 
Whole plant tissue was harvested using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA) and 
cDNA was synthesized using SuperScript III First Strand Synthesis System 
(Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA).  Leaf primordia (P1-P4) tissue was harvested by laser  
microdissection (LM) from rgd2 mutant and non-mutant siblings, and cDNA was 
synthesized from amplified RNA (aRNA) as described in Zhang et al. (2007).  Gene-
specific primers were designed (Table 3.1) for use with SYBR-Green (Quanta) in 
qRT-PCR as described (Zhang et al., 2007).  Three biological replicates were 
examined, and samples were normalized to ubiquitin (accession S94464) 
accumulation as described using Bio-Rad iQ5 Version 1.0 software (Livak and 
Schmittgen, 2001; Zhang et al., 2007). 
Illumina RNA Sequencing 
SAM and P0-P2 leaf primordia tissues were harvested from rgd2 mutants and non-
mutant siblings (two replicates per genotype) using LM (Figure 3.5) and aRNA was 
synthesized as described in Zhang et al. (2007).  Three or four individual apices were 
pooled per biological replicate, and approximately 1 mm
2
 of tissue was harvested per 
replicate.  Approximately 100 ng of aRNA for each replicate was processed for 
Illumina-based RNA-seq analysis.  RNA-seq was performed by the Cornell University 
Life Sciences Core Laboratories Center (Ithaca, NY).    
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The Waites-Hudson model for mediolateral leaf development tied the 
mediolateral and dorsiventral axes together in that it states that the juxtaposition of 
adaxial and abaxial tissues is sufficient to trigger mediolateral outgrowth in plants 
harboring dorsiventrally-flattened leaf morphology (Waites and Hudson, 1995).  
Support for this model is provided by molecular-genetic analyses of the maize (Zea 
mays) mutants leafbladeless1 (lbl1), which has radially symmetric, abaxialized 
leaves, and milkweedpod1, which has ectopic outgrowths on the abaxial surface of 
husk leaves where new adaxial/abaxial juxtaposition points occur (Timmermans et 
al., 1998; Candela et al., 2008).  However, the Waites-Hudson model is insufficient to 
explain the leaf phenotypes of the maize mutant ragged seedling2 (rgd2), which has 
radial leaves that maintain distinct adaxial and abaxial tissue types (Henderson et al., 
2005).  Observations of rgd2 mutant leaves suggest that either the Waites-Hudson 
model is insufficient to describe mediolateral leaf development, or RGD2 function is 
required for the ability to understand that adaxial and abaxial tissues are in 
juxtaposition (Henderson et al., 2005).  The primary goal of this dissertation was to 
understand the molecular function of RGD2, and its contribution to mediolateral and 
dorsiventral patterning in maize leaves.  
Despite having very different mutant phenotypes, rgd2 and lbl1 function in the 
same molecular pathway to generate trans-acting small interfering RNAs called ta-
siARFs (Nogueira et al., 2007; Douglas et al., submitted).  rgd2 encodes an 
ARGONAUTE7 (AGO7)-like protein that forms an RNA-induced silencing complex 
(RISC) with microRNA 390 (miR390) to target the non-protein coding tas3a 
transcript for degradation (Douglas et al., submitted; Montgomery et al., 2008).   
LBL1 is a homolog of Arabidopsis SUPPRESSOR-OF-GENE-SILENCING3, which 
is believed to bind to and stabilize double-stranded RNA produced by RNA-
dependant RNA POLYMERASE6, which occurs directly downstream of RGD2-
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mediated tas3a cleavage (Nogueira et al., 2007; Elkashef and Ding, 2009; Allen et 
al., 2005).  The ta-siARFs generated by this RGD2-LBL1 dependent pathway target 
the putative abaxial identity factor auxin response factor3a (arf3a) for degradation 
(Allen et al., 2005; Nogueira et al., 2006). 
Upon cloning and identification of the rgd2 gene, the ta-siARF biogenesis 
pathway was examined to ascertain rgd2 function and to reconcile the distinct rgd2 
and lbl1 mutant phenotypes.  Since AGO7 and miR390 were found to work nearly 
exclusively with each other to form a RISC in the eudicot Arabidopsis (Montgomery 
et al., 2008), the accumulation pattern and levels of miR390 were examined in rgd2 
mutants.  While miR390 ectopically accumulates in rgd2 mutant shoot apical 
meristems (SAM), it remains polarized in adaxial regions of young leaf primordia, 
suggesting that the polarization of miR390 occurs upstream of ta-siARF biogenesis 
(Douglas et al., submitted).  Interestingly, rgd2 transcripts were found to accumulate 
throughout young leaf primordia, which means miR390 polarization (not AGO7) 
establishes the boundaries of adaxialized ta-siARF biogenesis in maize (Douglas et 
al., submitted; Nogueira et al., 2007).  These results are in agreement with previous 
work that showed miR390 remains adaxialized in lbl1 mutants (Nogueira et al., 
2009).   
It was also discovered that only rgd2-R mutants, which are presumed to either 
lack a PAZ domain or have a mis-folded PAZ domain, exhibit ectopic miR390 
accumulation; rgd2-e2 mutants with an intact PAZ domain display normal miR390 
accumulation (Douglas et al., submitted).  As miR390 has been hypothesized to be 
mobile within the maize shoot apex (Nogueira et al., 2009), these data may provide a 
mechanism whereby miR390 movement is restricted by RGD2.  Presumably, the 
PAZ domain of RGD2 binds to miR390 and keeps it from trafficking from leaf 
primordia to the SAM crown rather than sequestering miR390 precursor transcripts; 
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PAZ domains bind the 3’ end of small RNAs (Ma et al., 2004; Lingel et al., 2004).  
This mechanism would imply that in rgd2-R mutants mature miR390 diffuses 
through plasmodesmata (or is actively transported by as-yet-unknown chaperones) 
into the SAM crown if RGD2 is not present.  In Arabidopsis, green fluorescent 
protein with a predicted mass of 54 kDa was unable to move between the shoot apex 
and cotyledons (Kim et al., 2005).  RGD2 is predicted to have a mass of 115.3 kDa, 
so any miR390 bound by RGD2 would likely be unable to move between cells. 
 The target of ta-siARF, arf3a, is an abaxial identity factor in Arabidopsis 
(Pekker et al., 2005; Garcia et al., 2006; Fahlgren et al., 2006), and it has been 
purported to play a similar role in maize based on analysis of arf3a in lbl1mutants 
(Nogueira et al., 2007).  Surprisingly, in situ hybridization revealed that arf3a 
accumulation remains strictly abaxialized in both rgd2 and lbl1 mutants (Douglas et 
al., submitted).  These findings indicate that arf3a is not polarized by ta-siARF 
cleavage; arf3a is polarized upstream of ta-siARF biogenesis and function.  In 
contrast, miR166 polarization is dependant on components of the ta-siARF 
biogenesis pathway.  MiR166 is an abaxial determinant that targets adaxial identity 
factor HD-ZIP III family transcripts for degradation and normally accumulates only 
in abaxial regions of leaf primordia (McConnell et al., 2001; Nogueira et al., 2007).  
In non-mutant maize miR166 accumulates in abaxial regions of young leaf primordia, 
but its accumulation pattern expands to encompass the entire young leaf primordia in 
rgd2 and lbl1 mutants (Nogueira et al., 2007; Douglas et al., submitted). 
 The examination of rgd2 mutants has shed new light on the role of the ta-
siARF biogenesis pathway.  Prior to this study, the pathway was believed to play a 
major role in establishing leaf dorsiventral polarity in maize (reviewed in Kidner and 
Timmermans, 2007).  However, given that the putative abaxial identity factor arf3a 
remains abaxially polarized in rgd2 mutants, and since rgd2 mutants maintain 
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dorsiventral polarity, it seems unlikely that the main function of the ta-siARF 
biogenesis pathway in maize is to establish leaf dorsiventral polarity.  Additionally, 
the fact that miR390 is also polarized upstream of this pathway suggests that a yet-to-
be-determined factor or factors are responsible for polarizing ta-siARF accumulation 
and its target, arf3a.  In Arabidopsis the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway is 
predominantly involved in vegetative phase-change; ago7 mutants exhibit leaves that 
undergo a precocious switch from juvenile stage to adult stage (Hunter et al., 2003).  
Although the possibility that rgd2 and lbl1 being phase-change mutants has largely 
been ignored, a closer examination of their mutant phenotypes may be warranted 
given that the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway no longer appears to be a key factor in 
establishing leaf dorsiventral polarity in maize. 
 Despite not having a clear, direct role in establishing dorsiventral polarity via 
modulation of arf3a accumulation, the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway does play an 
important role in establishing the polarized accumulation pattern of miR166 
(Nogueira et al., 2007; Douglas et al., submitted).  Exactly how ta-siARF biogenesis 
effects miR166 remains unknown.  It is possible that ta-siARF represses miR166 
precursor loci, or that arf3a may promote miR166. 
 Future work examining downstream targets/components of the ta-siARF 
biogenesis pathway will likely offer new insights toward understanding the roles of 
the pathway in maize leaf development.  A microarray hybridization study comparing 
rgd2 mutant and non-mutant sibling apices was performed to identify potential 
downstream targets of rgd2 function (X. Zhang and M. Scanlon, unpublished data).  
A transcript with no homology to transcripts of known function was identified as 
being highly down-regulated in rgd2 mutants and was named punctate vascular 
expression1 (pve1) based on its in situ hybridization profile (X. Zhang, M. Scanlon, 
unpublished data).  Using a reverse genetics technique, pve1 mutants were identified, 
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and they should prove useful in widening our knowledge downstream of RGD2 and 
LBL1 function.  qRT-PCR analysis of several genes involved in leaf polarity and/or 
the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway has suggested that PVE1 promotes ta-siARF 
biogenesis and arf3a accumulation.  In turn, the ta-siARF biogenesis pathway 
enhances the accumulation of pve1 and ARF3a represses pve1 in an apparent 
negative feedback loop (R. Douglas and M. Scanlon, unpublished data; Chapter 3).  
 In order to search for additional targets of ta-siARF biogenesis-related small 
RNAs, and thus further expand our knowledge of leaf development, Illumina RNA 
sequencing of amplified RNA from rgd2 mutant and non-mutant sibling apices will 
be performed.  Like the microarray analyses that identified pve1 as a gene of interest, 
this experiment may yield additional transcripts of interest that can be subjected to a 
variety of reverse genetic techniques to build on established models and reveal novel 
molecular and genetic pathways.                          
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